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ABSTRACT
Five large exposures of Allegheny rocks in the vicinity 
of Ashland, Kentucky were studied in detail in order to 
determine the vertical and horizontal variation of the rock 
types which composed these exposures and to relate these 
patterns of variation to recent sedimentary sequences 
established in m o d e m  deltaic environments. Eight lltho- 
genetic units were determined* (1) bay fill, (2) crevasse,
(3) bar/channel, (*+) levee, (5) distributary bar, (6) 
fine grained channel fill, (7) swamp/marsh, (8) marine 
limey muds. The following parameters were used for each of 
the litho-genetic units* (1) general type of deposit, 
(detrital versus chemical), (2) rock type, (established by 
grain size in detrital rocks and dominant mineral composi­
tion in chemical rocks), (3) fossil content of rock type,
(4) presence or absence of siderite nodules, (5) burrowing, 
(6) rooting, (7) vertical grain size trends and thickness 
of any given rock type, (8) kind of contact between rock 
types, erosional versus gradational, (9) bedding features, 
e.g. climbing ripples or large scale cross-bedding, (10) 
lateral continuity of a given rock type or sequence of rock 
types.
Spatial arrangements of these units resulted in a 
litho-genetic model, which predicted that chemical
sequences, seat-rock clay and coal and limestone enclosed 
the following 5 major clastic litho-genetic groupsi (1) 
thick bar/channel sands with or without levees, (2) thin 
distributary bar or bar/channel sands with or without 
levees, all overlain by bays, (3) thick distributary bar 
sands overlain by bays, (^) fine grained channel fill 
sequences, (5) bay fill sequences. Interpretation of 
single stratigraphlc sections in terms of the lithic model 
resulted in a series of lithofacies maps. These maps 
illustrate that thick distributary bar and bar/channel 
sandstones are often flanked by crevasse deposits or bay 
fill deposits which tend to be elongated. Clastic deposi­
tion is followed by chemical deposition, in which detrital 
influx is minimal, which in turn is followed by a return 
to clastic deposition with the introduction of new sediments 
into the area. In general a vertical sequence shows that 
thick sandstones overlie older thick bay-fill sequences 
whereas their laterally equivalent bay fills overlie older 
thick sandstones. This offsetting of clastic sequences 
supports the idea of the construction of a delta by shifting 
of the centers of clastic deposition.
vl
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Lithic correlation Is one of the general problems 
which confronts nearly every student of sedimentary rocks. 
Correlation of a specific rock unit or group of rocks 
depends upon the character, nature and rate of variation 
of these rocks, the degree of which the variation can be 
observed and the degree of precision required of a parti­
cular study. Most authorities have long agreed that Penn­
sylvanian rocks exhibit very rapid horizontal and vertical 
variation (Ashley, 1898, p. 8? and Stevenson, 1906) due to 
mode of deposition within a nearshore or deltaic environment 
(Lyell, 1851*-• P. 115-116) but, as a rule, even in areas of 
reasonably precise stratlgraphlc control and excellent 
exposure, the kind and scale of variation is not precisely 
described. One such area is located in northeastern 
Kentucky, It is the objective of this study to* (1) 
describe the group rock types and to document the type and 
scale of their variation, (2) to deduce a llthic- 
environmental model which provides a genetic explanation 
for this variation, (3) to establish which units are best 
suited for correlation, those which exhibit the lowest 
level of horizontal variation, (^) to apply this model to 
the problem of litho-envlronmental mapping.
LOCATION
2
The area of study Is located In southeastern Ohio and 
northeastern Kentucky, (fig# 1) and includes parts of 
Lawrence County, Ohio Boyd, Greenup, and Carter counties, 
Kentucky, Base maps Include the following 7a°Unlted States 
Geological Survey Quadrangle Maps* Ironton, Ohio-Kentucky, 
Ashland, Kentucky-Ohioj Argillite, Kentucky* and Rush, 
Kentucky,
Geologically the area represents a small portion of 
the Pennsylvanian outcrop on the southvrest tip of the 
Pittsburgh-Huntington syncllnorium (fig. 2), and encompasses 
rocks ranging from Upper Pottsville to Middle Coneraaugh 
(fig* 3), Detailed observations, however, were confined 
to a foot portion of Allegheny Formation between the 
Princess #5 coal bed at the base to the Vanport marine 
limestone zone at the top. The Princess #5 coal bed was 
recognized In the field on the basis of a flinty parting 
in the coal and from geological maps, (Ferm in Huddle et 
al.. 1 9 6 3* Sheppard and Fei-m, 1 9 6 2* Dobrovolny et al., 19^3 J 
Dobrovolny et al,, 1966 and Carlson, 1 9 6 5). The Vanport 
marine limestone and brackish/marine shale zone was iden­
tified by its distinct rock characteristics, presence of 
marine fauna and on correlation established by Ferm In 
Huddle et al,, 19&3* an(̂- Webb, 19&3* addition to these 
previously described members, another coal bed, here 
designated the Mile Branch coal bed, lying between the
3
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Figure 1, Location of the study area and the location of 
points of stratigraphic control.
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Figure 2. Outcrop area of Allegheny rocks on the 
flanks of the Pittsburgh-Huntington Syn- 
clinorium. Area of study indicated in 
block.
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Figure 3« Stratlgraphlc nomenclature of the Allegheny 
group in the vicinity of Ashland, Ky, Modified 
from Ferm and Sheppard, (1962) and Webb, (1 9 6 3).
Princess #5 coal bed and Vanport limestone was found use­
ful in local correlation.
The area of study was selected for two reasons. First, 
a stratigraphic framework had been established and corro­
borated by several workers. Second, and more important, 
long well exposed road cuts along U.S. 52, U.S. 2 3 , U.S. 6 0, 
and I. 6^ coupled with a large number of smaller but densely 
spaced exposures provided sufficient control to study in 
detail the horizontal and vertical variation of all rock 
types.
Methods of Investigation
A review of the previous work and a reconnaissance 
field trip served as an introduction to field and office 
work which was conducted from 19&5 through 1 9 6 8. Field 
work consisted of establishing and testing a classification 
of rock types, remeasuring some of Webb's (1 9 6 3) sections 
and measurement of new sections, A total of 1^7 strati- 
graphic sections established a control network with a 
maximum distance between points of 0 .8  miles and an average 
distance of 0.3 "to 0.^ miles (fig, 1). In addition, a 
total of 323 overlapping photographs of long road cuts 
supplemented by measured sections served as a basis for 
construction of the litho-genetic model. This model, 
applied to smaller exposures, provided a basis for con­
struction of lithofacies maps. Field checks were made in 
the summer of 196? and the spring of 1 9 6 8,
FIELD CLASSIFICATION OF.ROCK TYPES
Pennsylvanian rocks which lie between the Princess #5 
coal bed and the Vanport marine zone are about 90% sedi­
mentary detrital deposits, (fig. b and table 1), These 
include well bedded, rooted or burrowed sandstones, silt- 
stones, silty shales, and clay shales. The remaining 10;» 
are chemical deposits Including bedded carbonates, nodules 
and coals,
The classification of the Ashland sedimentary rocks 
(fig, b) is based on textures, sedimentary structures, and 
mineral composition. Detrital sedimentary groups are based 
on textures adapted from the Wentworth grain size scale, 
and on sedimentary structures vrhlch reflect the degree to 
which bedding has been disturbed by plant roots or by 
Invertebrate animal burrows. In addition, siltstones are 
further described on the basis of size sorting and bed 
thickness,. Chemical sediments, Ironstones, limestone and 
coal are differentiated by obvious differences in mineral 
composition, Chert is present as a cementing agent in 
some coals and siltstones but it makes up a very small 
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Table 1. The abundance of rock types in the vicinity of Ashland, Kentucky. Percentages figured on total 
rock thickness. Boxes correspond to the blocks in Fig. 3.
t
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Detrital Rook Types Without 
Organic Modification
Well bedded, sand sized detrital rooks which show no 
evidence of organic activity are divided into medium and 
fine grained sandstones. Very minor amounts of gravel 
sized material are found above the basal scoured contact 
of some sandstones but this coarse material is volumetri- 
cally small and is included with the medium grained sand­
stones, The sandstone beds vary in thickness from 0,5 to 
5 feet, some contain climbing ripples but most contain 
multidirectional and unidirectional crossbeds which vary 
in height from 3 Inches to ^ feet.
The siltstones are divided into two categories based 
on bed thickness, Beds greater than three Inches thick,
i
composed of coarse silt and minor amounts of fine sand, 
alternating with beds of similar thicknesses, composed of 
fine silt with minor amounts of clay, comprise the "sorted" 
or thick bedded siltstones. "Mixed" or thin bedded silt­
stones are composed of one inch coarser siltstone beds 
.alternating with thinner beds of a finer grained size. In 
large exposures the thicker bedded "sorted" siltstones 
show apparent depositional dips on the order of 5° whereas 
thinner bedded "mixed" siltstones appear to be nearly 
horizontal. Small scale crossbeds are found in both types 
of siltstones but climbing ripples were observed only in
11
the "sorted" siltstone.
Within the finer grained rock types, clay shales are 
distinguished from silty shales on the basis of grittlness. 
The only significant subtype among the clay shales was a 
hard, blue-gray, "slatey," nonfossiliferous, relatively 
impervious shale devoid of nodules. This shale breaks 
into pieces about the size and shape of poker chips and 
as a rock unit has a very limited horizontal extent,
Detrital Rock Modified by Organic Activity
The subdivision of the detrital rocks affected by 
organic processes are based on the intensity of plant 
rooting and animal burrowing, and the distinction between 
these two processes. Intensely rooted rocks or seat rocks 
according to Huddle and Patterson (1 9 6 1) exhibit the 
following properties* Stlgmarla sp, casts, thin dark 
ribbon-like rootlets, light color, lack of bedding and in 
the clay sized seat rocks, blocky irregular fracture. The 
intensely rooted seat rocks of the Ashland area most 
commonly exhibit blocky fracture and ribbon-like rootlets. 
The light color, presumably intensified by outcrop weather­
ing, is more common where well developed rootlets are 
absent, Stlgmarla casts are rare. Most of the fine grained 
seat rocks in the Ashland area would be considered plastic 
clay by Huddle and Patterson, (1 9 6 1) but some are composed 
of thin beds or nodular masses of hard flint-like clay 
which contain many rootlets. This latter type of seat
12
rooli shatters Into many sharp edged conchoidal fragments 
and Is locally called "flint clay".
The seat-rock sand and seat-rock silt exhibit some 
rootlets or small vertical holes, are usually white and 
are invariably orthquartzitic in composition. Sandy clays 
are seat rocks which contain an appreciable amount of sand 
in a clay matrix.
Bedded detrital rocks which are not intensely rooted 
are characterized by sparsely spaced rootlets and infre­
quent Stlgmarla casts. Although these sti'uctures penetrate 
bedding planes, the intensity of rooting is not great 
enough to appreciably alter the bedded character of these 
rocks,
Evidence of burrowing was found only in sandstones 
and siltstonesj however, burrows may be present but un-
i
observed in the silty shales and clay shales. Burrowed 
zones are most frequently characterized by a mottled and 
more massive character than the rocks associated with them. 
The color varies from dark gray to black and buff to reddish 
brown. The gray-black burrowed rocks exhibit a churned 
or curdy texture with swirls of fine grained black material 
surrounding irregular elongate concentrations of lighter 
and coarser grained material. The buff-brown colored 
burrowed zones appear to be limited to sand size rocks.
They consist of clots or gnarls of sandstone with a clay 
matrix and siderite cement. Scattered small siderite 
nodules are limited to that part of the sandstone which
13
Is burrowed. Crimped or bent unorlented mica flakes are 
characteristic of both colored burrowed zones. Brackish/ 
marine fossils, mainly chonetid, productid or lingulld 
brachlopods, but also some pelecypods are limited to or 
are more abundant In the burrowed material than the sur­
rounding rocks.
Chemical Rocks
The bedded carbonates are composed dominantly of clay 
or silt sized particles of calcite or siderite and belong 
to micrlte, biomicrite or blomlcrosparlte groups of Polk 
(1962),
The principal distinction among nodules is the size 
of the constituent particles. Nodules which have a maxi­
mum diameter of 5 inches are composed of micrlte or 
mlcrosparite sized grains of siderite. "Birdshot" nodules 
are carbonate cemented aggregates of sand sized siderite 
grains. Single "birdshot” grains also occur commonly in 
siltstone and sandstone.
Nodules are more abundant in some rock types than in 
others. In general, siderite nodules are most common in 
silty shales and "mixed" siltstones. "Birdshot" nodules 
are more common in clay shales and silty shales than in 
siltstones and sandstones.
Fossil Distribution
Limestone, siderite nodules and burrowed rocks more 
commonly contain a brackish/marine fauna than do the other 
rock types. The most abundant marine fossils are chonltid 
and productid brachlopods except in the Vanport limestone 
where crlnoid stems and Composita argentea (Shepard), 
(Tefllan, 1952) are dominant. Brackish conditions are 
indicated by lingulld and orbiculld brachlopods (Ferm, 1962),
LITHO-GENETIC UNITS
In order to document the arrangement ancL scale of the 
horizontal and vertical variation exhibited by the various 
rock types, five large well exposed outcrops in the 
vicinity of Ashland, Kentucky were studied in detail. These 
exposuresi Ironton - U.S, 52, Ashland - U.S. 23, Meads- 
South, Meads-North, and Coalton - I, 6*1 range from 25 to 
hs feet high and 800 to over 11,000 feet long, Plates I-V 
are detailed drawings made from more than 323 overlapping 
photographs of these cuts.
In these five large cuts variation In vertical succes­
sion and latei’al relation of rock types suggest lithic pat­
terns that have been described in recent deltaic deposits 
by (Welder, 1959? Coleman et al., 196*1-1 Coleman and Gagll- 
ano, 196*1-! Coleman and Gagliano, 1965 s Kolb and Van 
Lopik, 1 9 6 6,) The number of these lithic arrangements is 
apparently, small and are repeated with minor variations 
in several of the cuts, Ironton U.S, 52 is the largest 
cut and contains 5 clastic patterns that have been associ­
ated with 1 swamp/marsh, distributary bar, levee 
crevasse, interdlsti-Ibutary bay, and abandoned channel 
environments of the recent Mississippi River delta. The 
Ashland cut adds one final litho-genetic type, bar/channel 
sandstones. The other exposures reiterate and slightly 
modify these- eight basic litho-genetic sequences.
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Litho-Genetic Unite at Ironton - U.S. 52 
SwarapA^arsh, Distributary Bar and Levee
The association of rock types found in the lowest part 
of this exposure (Plate I) from seat-rock clay and 
Princess #5 coal at the base to Inclined siltstone, above 
points "X" and "Y" on Plate I, suggest patterns similar to 
those formed by a distributary mouth bar capped by levees 
and underlain by peat ans swamp clay (Coleman, et al.. 
196*0 , The seat-rock clay and coal with a lateral extent 
of over 11,000 feet overlain by brachiopod bearing silty 
shales of similar extent indicated inundation of a rea­
sonably widespread sviamp/marsh by brackish/marine waters 
which terminated peat accumulation and resulted in the 
deposition of fine grained sediments.
The fossillferous silty shale Is overlain by a sand­
stone which exhibits a gradational but locally sharp basal 
contact over 9,700 feet. This sandstone body varies from 
1 to 15 feet In thickness, has multidirectional and uni­
directional crossbeds, truncated large scale bed forms and 
includes a marine shale and a burrowed zone, A thinner 
marginal edge of this sandstone is also burrowed. These 
properties suggest an intermittent series of coalescing 
sheets of sand spreading out over a bay floor with local 
burrowing during episodes of minimal detrital influx,
Such sand deposits are characteristic of distributary mouth
bars (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965)* At point "X" and "Y" 
the sandstone is overlain by "sorted" or thick bedded 
siltstone bodies which are 12 to 15 feet thick, 100 to 
300 feet wide respectively. These two siltstone bodies 
are separated by a scoured sui'face 1 ,0 6 0 feet wide which 
extends 5 to 10 feet into the lower sandstone. The 
deposltional dips within these siltstone bodies dip away 
from the scoured area. The scoured ai'ea is Interpreted 
as an abandoned channel which is flanked on both sides by 
levees represented by the oppositely dipping siltstone 
bodies, Thus the total sequence of rock types suggest 
marine inundation of a swamp/marsh followed by the construc­
tion of a distributary bar which was partially eroded when 
currents became confined between bordering levees.
Interdistributary Bay Deposits 
Contemporaneous with the Levees
Welder (1959) and Coleman and Gagliano (19&+) have
t
shown that major sediment transport in a leveed deltaic 
system is confined to the channels and hence the areas 
flanking the levees are by-passed. Such areas become 
interdistributary bays or marshes and sediment reaches 
these areas by lateral drift from the mouths of the 
channels, levee spill over in times of flood or crevasses 
which break the levee or channel confines.
On either side of the channel in Plate I rocks which 
lie above the distributary bar and are contemporaneous
18
with the levee are Interpreted as swamp/marsh and lnter- 
distributary bay deposits. Above the burrowed distribu­
tary bar sandstone and interfingering with the eastern 
levee above point "H" fosslliferous silty shales grade 
vertically into clay shales followed by a seat-rock clay 
and coal. The lower portion of this sequence 1,3 miles 
to the east is equivalent to a thicker* seat-rock clay and 
coal zone. These rocks represent a brackish/marine bay 
which gradually filled to a level upon which a swamp/marsh 
was established.
Post distributai'y bar rocks which interfinger with 
the western levee above point "N" are seat-rock clay and 
coal followed by a silty shale 10 feet thick. The seat- 
rock clay and coal sequence indicate a swamp/marsh whereas 
the silty shales apparently represent sediment which 
periodically topped the levee or sediments transported 
into the region by lateral drift from the mough of the 
developing channel system.
Post Levee Deposits
The rocks which post date the levee represent bay 
fills, crevasse and swamp/marsh deposits.
Above the swamp/marsh deposits which are equivalent 
to the eastern levee at point "H" (Plate I) is a body of 
fine grained sandstone, 16 feet thick at the maximum with 
a lateral extent of 750 feet. The basal contact is sharp
and the sandstone interfingers laterally with mixed silt- 
stones, This sandstone contains climbing ripples, and its 
western lateral equivalent, mixed siltstone, scours the 
eastern side of the levee. The sharp basal and sharp 
western lateral contacts of this sequence, and climbing 
ripples within the sandstone indicate sudden influx followed 
by rapid deposition of sediment. The siltstone on the east 
flank of this sandstone continues for 6 ,5 0 0 feet where at 
various intervals it Interfingers above points "P, Q and 
R" with progressively smaller sandstone bodies. The highly 
variable nature of this unit, its position relative to the 
levee, the diminution in size of the sandstone bodies away 
from the levee and climbing ripples, suggest that these 
rocks represent a crevasse and bay system which spread out 
over an old swamp/marsh surface. To the east of point "R" 
a swamp/marsh developed contemporaneously with the upper 
portion of the crevasse and bay system.
The rocks which overlie the crevasse and bay system 
are silty shales which occasionally grade vertically into 
small siltstone units before ending in a seat-rock clay 
_ which has a lateral extent of greater than 1 1 ,0 0 0 feet.
This series of rocks may represent the dying stages of 
the ci-evasse but because of its greater continuity of beds 
and finer grain size it probably represents sediments 
introduced into a bay by lateral drift, When the sediment 
level in the bay reached a point where plants could take 
root this and adjoining surfaces of similar relief became
20
a swamp/marsh.
The western post levee deposits above point MN" con­
sist of a clay shale and a rooted silty shale which tei-mi- 
nates in a seat-rock clay complex. This dominantly fine 
grained unit which exhibits constant lateral continuity 
of beds is interpreted as a bay fill. This bay also termi­
nated in a swamp/marsh which is a part of the upper 
extensive swamp/marsh of the eastern post levee sequences.
Fine Grained Channel Fill
The sediments deposited within the 1,060 foot scoured 
area between the two levees are dominantly fine grained. 
Their overlapping lateral relations outside the channel 
show that they were deposited after the crevasse deposits 
on the east side of the eastern levee and probably were 
partly contemporaneous with the last bay fill west of the 
channel, The channel fill consists of a lower eastward 
dipping detrital wedge bounded by seat-rock clay and coal 
and a thicker upper westward dipping detrital wedge which 
is overlain by an extensive seat-rock clay complex, A 
sandstone in the upper fill contains pen1contemporaneous 
slumped and overturned.beds towards the west.
Fine grained channel fills have been reported by 
Welder (1959) and Kolb and Van Lopik (1 9 6 6) who showed 
that cut off distributaries are filled with sand only where 
they diverge from the main channel. After abandonment
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the lower end receives only minor influxes of coarser 
grained sediments, and tend to fill with fine grained 
material. The presence of seat-rock clay and coal and 
clastic wedges on alternate sides of the channel suggest 
distinct episodes of detrital influx followed "by episodes 
of stability and diminished deposition. The character of 
the previously described blue-gray shale (p, 11) suggests 
that it originally settled as an organic rich mud in very 
quiet waters of an abandoned channel. The presence of 
this unique rock type with known lateral and vertical 
relations provides a valuable clue to the identification 
of other fine grained channel fills, The seat-rock clay 
which overlies this fine grained fill is part of the large 
1 1 ,3 6 0 foot swamp/marsh which marked the termination of 
clastic deposits on both sides of the old leveed channel 
system.
Marine Inundation
The final detrital episode in the Ironton cuts is 
indicated by a thick seat-rock clay which extends the entire 
length of the outcrop. This thick sequence is overlain 
by the fosslliferous Vanport limestone which contains no 
evidence of detrital material, Laraborn, (1951) reported 
CaCO'j content of the Vanport as > 91^, This limestone signi­
fies a major* sedimentary break and its wide spread distri­
bution, 25 miles (Y/ebb, 1963), is indicative of extensive
22
marine inundation accompanied by a virtual absence of 
detrital influx.
Litho-Genetic Unit at Ashland - U.S. 23 
Bar/Channel Sandstone
The large cut west of Ashland, Kentucky on U.S, 23 
(Plate II) shows the bar/channel sandstone litho-genetic 
type. This sequence is so designated because it exhibits 
properties associated with a distributary bar as well as 
an alluvial channel bar sandstone of the lower deltaic 
plain,
Plate II shows two thick sandstones lying above 
Princess #5 coal and below the Princess #6 coal. The upper 
sand occupies a position above a deeply scoured surface 
and sandstones of this type have long been designated as 
channel sandstones in Pennsylvanian rocks (Ashley, 1898  
and Friedman, I960), This obvious "channel" sandstone 
and lower sandstone are indistinguishable in the eastern 
portion of this section where no erosional contact between 
them can clearly be demonstrated. The Ashland "channel" 
and lower sandstones differ from the Ironton distributary 
bar sandstone in that the former are thicker, coarser 
grained, contain large scale cross-bedding and lack burrowed 
zones. The lower Ashland sandstone has a similar stratl- 
graphlc position to the distributary bar sandstone in the 
Ironton cut in that It lies between the Princess #5 coal
and a siltstone which within 60 feet of the western end 
of the outcrop Includes the Vanport limestone. Thus the 
lower sandstone at Ashland is probably related in a geo­
graphic sense with the Ironton distributary bar but in mode 
of deposition is probably more similar to the "channel'1 
sandstone lying directly above it at Ashland, Some of 
this dilemma may be resolved by examining the role of 
channels In recent prograding deltas. On distributary bars 
of recent deltas, unleveed channels are in constant motion 
over the surface of the bar. Such unleveed channels, or 
lateral migration of a channel In a leveed distributary 
bar is a continuous process and is easily accomplished 
because the adjacent distributary bar sandstone is more 
easily eroded than adjacent fine grained sediments 
(Hjulstrom, 1939? Welder, 1959). Such conditions result 
in deposits that exhibit properties more typical of allu- 
vial channels (Potter and Glass, 1958), Thus the physical 
differences between the bar/channel sandstone at Ashland 
and the distributary bar at Ironton may well reflect only 
a difference in magnitude rather than a major genetic 
. difference,
Litho-Genetlc Units at Meads - South
The sequence represented on Plate III beginning with 
the silicified Princess #5 coal and extending upward through 
the 8 foot thick sandstone seems to represent a marginal 
portion of a distributary bar. This sandstone has a
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gradational basal contact, contains undulatory bedding 
planes, pronounced areas of scour, and does not interfinger 
laterally with the finer grained silty shales as do cre­
vasse deposits. Nearby control points imply a lateral 
continuity of 4,000 feet for this sandstone. The same 
control points do establish the presence of burrowed zones 
in this sand and show no evidence of associated levee depo­
sits, Thus this sandstone seems to represent the marginal 
portion of a distributary bar where currents were capable 
of scour but where aggradation was not sufficient to con­
struct a levee.
The sandstone in the northern portion of this section 
which interfingers with silty shales and contains climbing 
ripples represents a small subaqueous crevasse from the 
unleveed poi'tion of the distributary bar. One last minor 
Influx of coarser sand over these deposits ended with the 
establishment of a burrowed zone,
Litho-Genetic Units at Meads - North
This section, Plate IV, shows two offset sandstones 
which contain climbing ripples and interfinger over a 
horizontal distance of 800 feet with rocks of finer grain 
size. Rocks exhibiting these relations like those at 
Ironton and Meads - South have been interpreted as crevasse 
deposits. The presence of ironstone and clay containing 
leaves below the lower sandstone suggest that the initial 
crevasse broke into a quiet bay of very low salinity.
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A thin seat-rock clay and discontinuous coal overlain by 
a burrowed siltstone containing brackish/marine fossils 
suggest that the lower crevasse deposit temporarily filled 
this bay and were followed by a return to clastic brackish/ 
marine deposition. The source of sediments for the cre­
vasse is not shown in the cut but a bar/channel sandstone 
is partially exposed 500 feet to the east at Meads Church, 
Only minor interdistributary bay fills compose the remainder 
of the interval up to the Mile Branch coal,
Lltho-Genetic Units at Coalton - I. 6^
The sequence shown on Plate V between the Princess #5 
coal and the Mile Branch coal at Coalton - I, 6k is domi­
nated by a single lithic element - the continuous bay fill. 
These deposits consist of vertical sequences greater than 
2 feet but less than 8 feet in thickness in which grain 
size grades upward from fine to coarse. The horizontal
extent of these deposits ranges from 200 to 1500 feet,
*
The lowest deposit at Coalton is burrowed, sillcified, 
contains brackish/marine fossils and on the basis of ad­
joining outcrops has a lateral continuity of 3 miles. 
Overlying continuous bay-flll sequences lack fossils, are 
thinner and extend for shorter horizontal distances. All
of these bay fills differ from the crevasse bay fills at
Ironton in that the Coalton bay fills arc of a finer grain 
size - in particular, they contain less santstone, and 
their individual beds have a greater lateral continuity.
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A thin seat-rock clay and discontinuous coal overlain by 
a burrowed siltstone containing brackish/marIne fossils 
suggest that the lower crevasse deposit temporarily filled 
this bay and were followed by a return to clastic brackish/ 
marine deposition. The source of sediments fox' the cre­
vasse is not shown in the cut but a bar/channel sandstone 
is partially exposed 500 feet to the east at Meads Church, 
Only minor Interdistributary bay fills compose the remainder 
of the interval up to the Mile Branch coal.
Litho-Genetic Units at Coalton - I. 6k
The sequence shown on Plate V between the Princess #5 
coal and the Mile Branch coal at Coalton - I. 6k is domi­
nated by a single lithic element - the continuous bay fill. 
These deposits consist of vertical sequences greater than 
2 feet but less than 8 feet in thickness in which grain 
size grades upward from fine to coarse. The horizontal 
extent of these deposits ranges from 200 to 1500 feet.
The lowest deposit at Coalton is burrowed, silieifled, 
contains brackish/marine fossils and on the basis of ad­
joining outcrops has a lateral continuity of 3 miles. 
Overlying continuous bay-fill sequences lack fossils, are 
thinner and extend for shorter horizontal distances. All 
of these bay fills differ from the crevasse bay fills at 
Ironton in that the Coalton bay fills are of a finer grain 
size - in particular, they contain less santstone, and 
their individual beds have a greater lateral continuity,
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In small exposures ci-evasse and continuous bay fills are 
not easily distinquished but in outcrops on the order of 
500 feet in length these differences are immediately 
apparent.
Identification of Litho-Genetic Units 
in Small Sections
Because the number of large well exposed outcrops in 
any given area Is limited and most available sections are 
less than six feet in width, each litho-genetic sequence 
must be characterized by criteria which are easily deter­
mined in small exposures. Criteria for Identifying litho- 
genetic sequences in small exposures are as follows* ' (1) 
general type of deposit, detrital versus chemical, (2) rock 
type, established by grain size in detrital, dominant 
mineral composition in chemical rocks, (3) fossil content 
of rock type, (^) presence or absence of siderite nodules, 
(5) burrowing, (6) rooting, (7) vertical grain size trends 
and thickness of any given rock type, (8) kind of contact 
between rock types, erosional versus gradational, (9) bed- 
. ding features, climbing ripples or large scale cross- 
bedding, (10) lateral continuity of a given rock type or 
sequence of rock types. Table 2 shows the association of 
these criteria with the following eight litho-genetic 
sequences: (1) bay fill, (2) crevasse, (3) bar/channel,
(*!■) levee, (5) distributary bar, (6) fine grained channel 
fill, (7) swamp/marsh, (8) marine muds. It should be
n
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Type of deposit Det rital Detrital Det rital Detrital Detrital Detrital Che mical Chemical
D ominant rock 
type




S andstone to 
"mixed" siltstone





Fine to med ium  
grained sandstone
Clay shales, silty 
shale, seat rock-clay, 
coal, blue-gray shale
Sea t rock-clay 
and coal Limestone
Fossil content 
except roots and 
burrows
Brackish/marine 
br a c h i o p o d a , 
leaves
Small pieces of 
broken plant 
stems
Sma ll pieces of 
bro ken plant 
stems and large 
log size particles
Small pieces of 
bro ken plant 
stems
Mar ine/b racki sh 
fossils in bur rowed 
zones
Marine/b racki sh 




M u l e s





Sid erite nodules 




Sid erite nodules 













Burrowing Present Presumedabs ent
Bare, only w he re 
unit is thin Presumedabsent
Gen erall y pre sent 
on thin margins 
a nd on top of deposit
Rare Presumedabsent Uno bserved
t
0 Rooting If pre sent only in top
M a y  be 
present Rare Rare Absent








Hig h l y  variable 
wit hout trend Unknown Highly variable Unknown Hig hly var iable Unknown Unknown
Thickness 2 to 20 feet 2 to IB feet 15 to 40 feet 10 to 16 feet 1 to 20 feet 5 to 45 feet j 1 to 6 feet 0 to 5 feet
Type of 
b as al contact Gra datio nal
Sha rp to 
gradational
Deep scour, 




Gra datio nal to 
sharp Sharp
Sha r p  to 
gradational Sharp
Dominant





Cross-be dding and 










in flint c l a y
Unknown
jateral ext ent i to 2,5 miles Max imum observed 800 feet 2 to 6 miles 100 to 1050 feet to l 1, miles 1000 feet Maximum observed 6 miles 25 miles
Table 2  • Chawc+eristic criteria for each litho-genetic sequence
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noted that no distinction has been icade between continuous 
and crevasse bay fills.
LITIIO-GENETIC MODEL AND PALEOGRAPHY
Geologic or lithofacies maps require that some notion 
of the pattern of lithic variation be known. Exposures 
which show a significant number of lithic patterns may be 
considered, a sample from vrhlch an overall predictive arrange­
ment or lithic model may be deduced. In addition, arrange­
ments of rock types in large exposures may be related to 
similar sedimentary sequences which occur in known modern 
environmental settings thereby establishing a genetic back­
ground for the lithic model. Such a genetic background 
enhances a lithic model in that known modern genetic 
associations lead to further hypothesis about lithic varia­
tion not actually observed in the rocks. Figure 5 repre­
sents a composite spatial arrangement of the previously 
described litho-genetic sequences and constitutes the litho- 
genetic model developed from the exposures in the vicinity 
of Ashland, Kentucky.
The most easily recognized and most laterally contin­
uous rock sequence in the Ashland area is the seat-rock 
clay and or coal sequence. Marine limestones also exhibit 
a very high degree of lateral continuity but are fewer in 
number. Thus the basic model may be characterized as a 
series of detrital rocks separated by rocks of chemical 
origin, a relationship previously recognized by Ferm and 
Williams (19^3). The arrangement of detrital rocks between
30,
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major zones of chemical rocks determines the 5 major litho- 
genetic groups* (1) thick bar/channel sands with or without 
levees, (2) thin distributary bar or bar/channel sands with 
or without levees and ovei’lain by bays, (3) thick distri­
butary bar sands overlain by bays, (^) fine grained channel 
fill sequences, (5) bay fill sequences.
The distribution of these environmental lithotypes 
between each of the major chemical rock zones and the majoi' 
chemical rock zones in the Ashland area are shown in figures 
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, Figure 6 shows the Princess #5 coal 
swamp extending over the entire study area, a minimum of 
50 square miles. Figure 7 represents the clastic rocks 
between the Princess #5 coal and the Kile Branch coal/ 
Vanport marine zone. This interval thins from -*1-0 feet 
thick at Ironton to less than 10 feet at Grayson 8^a. The 
figure shows a centrally located thick distributary bar 
sandstone, a northei-n thick bar/channel and distributary 
bar sandstone and In the south two less well defined thick 
sandstones, probably bar/channel, which flank the Kilgore 
bay. The long dimension of the bar deposits range from 
It- to 6 miles and the short dimension from 0,5 to 2 miles.
Bay widths range from 0,5 to 2 miles. The length of most 
bays is greater than 2 miles and the length of the Kilgore 
bay is known to exceed 3 miles (Ferm personal communica­
tion), In general the crevasse deposits lie parallel to 
the distributary bar and bar/channel sandstones. In the 
northern thick sandstones the direction of the channel
32
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may be Inferred, by connecting two abandoned fine grained 
channel fill sequences in Ceredo 32b and Ironton le. The 
strike of this channel is N, 32° E., however this pax-tl- 
cular channel was probably a minor distributary of a N.W, 
trending system. The source of sediment input for the 
subaqueous distributary bar In the center of the map is 
probably from the east. The abandoned channel fill in 
Ceredo 29 contains brackish/marine fossilsj thus it may 
represent an abandoned channel which opened into a brackish/ 
marine bay to the south.
The thickness of bay fills and the frontal portion 
of the distributary bar complex in the Princess #5/HHe 
Branch coal interval provide a basis for inferences about 
bay depths. The critical measurement in each case is the 
thickness of water laid sediment between seat rock zones.
t
The lower seat rock zone represents subsidence in excess 
of sedimentation and drowning of subaerial vegetation 
whereas the upper zone represents shallowing of water by 
sediment accumulation to a level where plant communities 
could return. Thus aside from compaction the intervening 
..sediments represent a maximum depth of water. In the 
southern part of this area the relatively unconpacted Kil­
gore flint (Cavaroc and Perm, 1 9 6 8) is about 8 feet thick 
(Plate V) and at Heads-North (Plate IV) the total thick­
ness of the bay fill between the Princess $5 coal zone and 
the next overlying seat-rock clay Is 15 feet. The latter 
is probably somewhat small as the Interval is composed in
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part of relatively compactible siltstone and silty clay.
An estimate of thickness at the west end of the Ironton 
(Plate I), where nearly the entire interval between two 
seat rocks is only slightly compactible sand, Is on the 
order of 20 feet. Thus it may be reasonably concluded 
that maximum water depths were on the order of 20 to 30 
feet but considerable areas were as shallow as 5 to 10 
feet.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the Mile Branch 
coal/Vanport limestone and marine shale zone. In the 
southern part of this area the Mile Branch coal and seat- 
rock clay Is overlain by the Vanport shale which contains 
a brackish/marine fauna but directly to the north the 
shale lacks brackish/marine fossils. In the northern areas 
where the Vanport limestone has been removed by erosion, 
a sandstone containing Vanport pebbles lies above the Mile 
Branch seat-rock clay and where the^Vanport is present, 
the Mile Branch coal is absent and the limestone lies
f
directly on the seat-rock clay. Another seat-rock clay 
overlies the Vanport and is In turn overlain by a thick 
massive sandstone which locally cuts down to the limestone. 
Apparently, during the episode of Vanport marine inundation 
the northern portion of this area received no clastic 
material while the southern portion received small amounts 
of fine grained detritus which now form minor bay fill 
sequences. The local source of this fine detritus probably 
^lies a few miles to the south where Webb (1 9 6 3) records
3 6
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very thick sandstones of the bar/channel type in this 
stratigraphic position. The depth of those Vanport bays 
were probably very shallow as the seat rock to seat rock 
interval is about 5 to 10 feet in the south and in the 
north where the limestone is thickest, the interval is 
only 5 feet thick.
Figure 9 shows the interval between the Vanport marine 
zone and the Princess #6 coal bed. The maximum thickness 
for this interval is about 25 feet and thus is thinner 
than the Princess #5 coal Kile Branch coal interval. The 
northern bar/channel sandstone, which eroded the Vanpoi't 
limestone in contrast to the sandstone of the lower inter­
val show a dendritic rather than linear or looping pattern. 
The sand lobes of this Interval range from 1 to 6 miles 
in width and 1 to 4 miles in length. Bay widths range 
from 0,5 to 3 miles and do not appear to be as elongate 
as those of the Princess /fZ/Klle Branch interval. Crevasse 
deposits also thinner than those of the preceding episode
i
lie on the flanks of the thick sandstones,
The deci'ease in thickness of the bar/chanhel sandstones 
and the crevasse deposits and the lateral association of 
some bai’/channel sandstones with a seat-rock clay suggest 
that water depths in the bays of this interval were probably 
shallowei' than the 20 feet deep Princess //5/Vanport bays,' 
Such results are in accord with Fisk eb al., (195*0 ’who 
reported that deep scour and narrow channels were character­
istics of distributaries which discharged into shallow
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water.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the thick well 
developed Princess #6 coal versus the multiple local coal 
beds comprizing the Princess #6 zone. In the latter areas 
coals of the Princess #6 &.ve mixed with and overlain by- 
thick seat-rock clay and fine grained bay fill deposits.
In the area where the Princess #6 is a single thick bed, 
it Is overlain by a thick sandstone which locally scours 
into the coal. Thus during peat deposition the northern 
part of the area vras apparently not Influenced by detrital 
influx as was the area to the south but shortly thereafter 
was the major site of vigorous sediment input.
If figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are viewed as a vertical 
sequence an overall pattern of lobate shifting and progra­
dation similar to that described on modern deltas by Coleman 
and Gagliano (19&0 emerges. In general the thick sand­
stone deposits of the Princess #5 coal/ Kile Branch coal
interval (fig, 7) are overlain by bay fill deposits of the
/
Vanport marine zone Princess #6 coal Interval (fig. 8).
The bay fill deposits of the lower interval are in turn 
overlain by bar/channel sandstones of the upper Intei-val.
In modern deltas such a sequence of events is the result 
of shifting of major sediment bearing channel areas into 
topographic lows, Interdistributary bays,
The Influence of ancient topography on sedimentary 
patterns Is particularly apparent in the northern part of
the area (fig, 8 and 9) where the eroded portion of the
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Vanport limestone lies along the contact of the thick 
sandstone and hay fill of the underlying Princess #5/
Mile Branch interval. Such a zone was probably similar 
to the "levee flank depressions" noted by Russell et al, 
(1936) was apparently a "ready made" post Vanport channel. 
The result is two thick elongate bodies of sandstone with 
similar geographic trends lying in a slightly offset but 
impinging position, The northeast trend of the bar/channel 
sandstone in the Vanport marine zone/Princess #6 coal 
Interval may be related to the northeast trend of earlier 




Allegheny rocks In the vicinity of Ashland, Kentucky 
represent two major lithic components found in modem 
delta systems, One group, chemical deposits, coal and 
seat rock, and marine limestone represent episodes of 
swamp/marsh and limey marine hays essentially uninterrupted 
by detrital influx, A second group of detrital deposits 
underlie and latex'ally replace several specific clastic 
depositional sights of the modern deltaic plain, bar/ 
channel, distributary bar, crevasse and bays, Channel 
depths from observed cross sections of abandoned channels 
were on the order of 20 to 3° feet. Bar deposits are much 
wider than their channel widths, 2 to ^ miles as compared 
to 1000 feet. Larger crevasse stream deposits average 
600 feet wide and their channel widths must have been much 
smaller. Interdistributary bays tend to be elongate with 
widths on the order of J/h mile and lengths of 2 ,5  miles. 
Bay deposits range from 5 to 30 feet. The pattern of 
sedimentary influx into bays Is similar to that described 
in the modern Mississippi delta, subaqueous bar, levee and 
finally crevasse.
Mapping of lithic components shows that, like recent 
deltas, depositional topography plays a major role in the 
distribution of sedimentary environments. In general, 
areas which in one episode received little or no sediments
1*3
are topographic lows vrhich in the next succeeding episode 
attract major detrital influx.
The chemical roclcs exhibit the greatest lateral con­
tinuity and thus represent the best units for stratigraphic 
correlation, Lithic variation in the Ashland area is such 
that the clastic units can not be mapped and in order to 
map the chemical units control points should be spaced 
approximately i of a mile apart.
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APPENDIX 
Stratigraphic Sections
INDEX TO STRATIGRAFHIC SECTIONS
GRAYSON 15' Quadrangle, Kentucky,.................... p. 4-9
CEREDO 15* Quadrangle, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Ohio,  ..........................P« 69
IRONTON 15' Quadrangle, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Ohio. p.121
Appendix contains only those sections used in the 
dissertation. Other sections measured in these quad­
rangles are on file with Dr, John C, Ferm, Department 
of Geology, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana,
GRAYSON 15
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S, 60, ,2 miles north of Coalton, Ken­
tucky. Lat. 38022'25m N., Long. 82°i+5’30" W.
Top of Section* 
7.0 sandstone, medium grained
15.0 8.0 slltstone
25.0 10,0 sandstone, scoured base, medium grained
28.0 3.0 clay shale
2 9 . 2 1.2 coal
32 .2 3.0 seat rock, clay
35.2 3.0 silty shale
36.2 1.0 slltstone
36.6 A slltstone, sillcified, (Kilgore)
hi. 6 5.0 slltstone
*0.7 2,1 sandstone, fine grained
53.7 10.0 sandstone, medium grained
5^.7 1.0 silty shale, nodules, plant fossils
5h.9 .2 coal
55.1 .2 slltstone, thin bedded56.8 1.7 coal, sillcified,
57.2 A seat rock, clay, carbonaceous coal, high % of clay58.3 1.1
6 0 . 8 2.5 seat rock, clay
61.5 .7 coal
62.3 .8 clay shale, carbonaceous62.6 .3 coal
6 3 . 1 .5 seat rock, clay
6 3 .il- .3 coal
67.1 3.7 seat rock, claysilty shale, nodules, plant fragments70.1 3.0
75.1 5.0 seat rock, clay
V
GRAYSON 16
Location* Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S, 60, ,8 miles northeast of Kilgore, Ken 
tucky. Lat. 38°21,05" N.t Long. 82^6'23" W.
Top of Section*
8,0 slltstone
10.3 2.3 sandstone, fine grained
11.3 1 . 0 clay shale, nodules, fossils, orblculoid productids
11.8 .5 silty shale, productid spines
12.9 1.1 coal, Nile Branch clay shale, carbonaceous13.0 .1
50
16 (continued)
14.1 1 . 1  coal
1 7 . 8 3 . 7 seat rock, clay, basal 1 ft, silty
2 1 . 8 4 . 0  slltstone, top 2 ft, sillcified, fossils,
brachiopods (Kilgore)
2 2 . 1 , 3 coal
24.8 2 , 7  seat rock, clay
2 6 . 1 1.3 coal, sillcified, #5
2 6 , 5 .4 seat rock, clay
2 6 , 7 «2 coal
2 7 . 3 ‘ . 6 seat rock, clay
27.4 .1 coal
GRAXSON 17a
Location! Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S, 60, opposite Gulf Oil station Kilgore, 
Kentucky. Lat. 38°20’59" N », Long, 82°46'52" W.
Top of Section*
11.5 silty shale, thin beds of slltstone
12.5 1 . 0 coal, #6
1 5 . 0 2.5 Unit 1 seat rock, silty shale, lateral equivalent to unit 1 in Grayson 17b (seat 
rock, clay, sandstone and coal)
18.5 3.5 Unit 2 seat rock, silty shale, lateral equivalent to unit 2 in Gi-ayson l?b (seat 
rock, clay)
27.5 9.0 Unit 3 sandstone, lateral equivalent to unit 3 in Grayson 17b (sandstone, fine 
grained)
3 0 . 0 2.5 sandstone, medium grained
35.0 5.0 slltstone
35.5 - .5 ironstone, plant fragments
38.5 3.0 silty shale, nodules
39.0 .5 slltstone
41.7 2.7 clay shale, nodules42,1 .4 silty shale, fossils productid spines
43.5 1.4 coal, Mile Branch
45.5 2 . 0 seat rock, clay sandstone, fine grained46.2 .7
47.3 1 . 0 clay shale, nodules
49.4 2 . 1 silty shale, nodules
49.9 .5 coal
51.1 1 . 2 seat rock, clayslltstone, sillcified, fossils brachiopods 
(Kilgore)
54.2 3.1
55.2 1 . 0 slltstone
55.3 . 1 coal




5 6 . 0 .2 seat rock, clay
57.6 1 . 6 silty shale
58.7 1 . 1 coal, sillcified #559.2 .5 seat rock, clay, carbonaceous
59.3 . 1 coal
GRAYSON l?b
Location: Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 60, ,1 mile west of Gulf Oil station 
Kilgore, Kentucky, Lat, 38°21' N., Long. 82° 
47* W,
Top of Section:
6,5 slltstone14.0 7.5 sandstone, fine grained24.0 1 0 . 0 slltstone
2 6 . 0 2 , 0 sandstone, fine grained
33.5 7.5 silty shale35.0
40.5
1.5 coal, #6
5.5 seat rock, clay
47.5 7.0 sandstone, fine gi'ained to slltstone to silty shale increasing in grain size upward
49.0 1.5 coal
1 . 0 seat rock, clay laterally equi­
7.0 Unit 1 sandstone, fine valent to unit
.5 coal 3 in Grayson l?a (seat rock, 
silty shale)
7.5 Unit 2 seat rock, clay
t
laterally equi­
valent to unit 
3 in Grayson 
17a (seat rock, 
silty shale)
2 , 0 Unit 3 sandstone medium laterally equi­
grained valent to unit
3 in Grayson 
17a (sandstone)
71.5 4.5 slltstone to silty shale at the base
72.5 1 . 0 ironstone75.0 2.5 silty shale, ironstone lenses
77.3 2.3 clay shale, nodules, fossils1 productids,orblculoids productid spines
77.8 .5 coal, Mile Branch
77.9 . 1 clay shale, carbonaceous
78.5 . 6 coal, Mile Branch
80.9 2.4 seat rock, clay
82.7 1 . 8 slltstone
85.5 2 . 8 silty shale, nodules




88.0 2.0 seat rock, clay
88.7 .7 slltstone, nodules
91.0 2,3 slltstone, sillcified, fossils brachiopods,
(Kilgore)
9 2 . 0  1.0 slltstone
9 2 . 1 .1 coal
94.6 2.5 seat rock, clay
9 4 . 8 .2 coal
GRAYSON 17ab
Location* Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut ditch between Grayson 17a and Grayson l?b.
Top of Section*
.5 #5 coal, seat rock, clay, carbonaceous
,1 coal
.4 seat rock, clay 
.5 coal
1,0 seat rock, clay
2.5 slltstone
GRAYSON 17c
Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 60, .4miles west of Kilgore, Kentucky. 
Lat. 38°21'19n N., Long. 82°47'12" W.
Top of Section*
.5 clay shale
1 . 3 .8 coal, high % of clay, weathers brown
1.7 .4 seat rock, clay2.0 .3 seat rock, flint clay
2.9 .9 coal, high % of clay, weathers brown4,4 1.5 seat rock, clay
6 . 9 2.5 seat rock, silty clay8.0 2.0 seat rock, sandy clay
15.6 6.5 sandstone, fine grained, large scale cross beds, scoured base
16,4 1.0 silty shale
18.5 2.1 sandstone, fine grained, coal streaks
19.0 .5 slltstone
19.3 .3 ironstone
21.3 2.0 clay shale, nodules
21.9 .6 silty shale, fossils productid brachiopods, orbiculoids productid spines
23.4 1.5 coal, Mile Branch
2 6 . 9 3.5 seat rock, clay








2 9 . 8 .5 coal
30.3 .5 seat rock, clay
3 0 . 8 .5 slltstone
3 1 . 0 .2 s iltstone, sillcified, fossils orbiculoids,gastropods (Kilgore)
32.3 1.3 slltstone33.8 1.5 sandstone, medium grained
36.3 2.5 slltstone, small scale ripple marks
37.3 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
GRAYSON 18
Locationi Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S, 60, 2,0 miles west of Kilgore, Ken­
tucky, Lat, 38°, Long, 82°,
Top of Section:
1+.0 clay shale
*+. 2 .2 coal
6.5 2.3 seat rock, clay
7.5 1.0 coal, #611.0 3.5 seat rock, clay
13.5 2.5 sandstone, fine grained, carbonaceous
19.9 6.1+ sandstone, fine grained, clean22.*+ 2.5 sandstone, fine grained, carbonaceous*+0.*+ 18.0 sandstone, medium grained
^3.9 3.5 silty shale, ''Birdshot" iron
*+5.^ 1.5 silty shale, nodules, fossils brachiopods1+6.A 1.0 limestone, mlcrlte, cone-in-cone, fossils, 
brachiopods
1+7.1+ 1.0 clay shale, nodules
1+8,1 .7 coal
52.1 l+.o seat rock, silty shale
53.1 1.0 sandstone, fine grained 
GRAYSON 19a
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road
cut 'west bound entrance I 6*+ from U.S, 60,
Lat, 38°22'01" N,, Long, 82°*+6,27" W.
Top of Sectioni
.5 seat rock, flint clay2,8 2.3 seat rock, clay5.8 3.0 seat rock, sandy clay 
sandstone, medium grained13.3 7.520,8 7.5 slltstone
23.9 3.1 silty shale interbedded with slltstone
2 5 . 6 1.7 silty shale, nodules, fossils, brachiopods
54
19a (continued)
2 5 . 8 .2 slltstone, fossils productid spines
26.7 .9 coal, Mile Branch
32.7 6.0 seat rock, clay
3 2 . 8 .1 "Birdshot nodule”
3k.9 2.1 silty shale, rooted, nodules
35.0 .1 sandstone, fine grained
36.5 1.5 silty shale37.8 1.3 sandstone, fine grained, rippled
44.7 6 . 9 cover
52.7 8.0 slltstone, sillcified, marine fossils,gastropods, brachiopods, bryozoans (Kil­
gore )
53.2 .5 slltstone, marine fossils, same as above
53.3 .1 coal53.6 .3 slltstone, rooted
53.8 .2 coal
54.7 .9 seat rock, slltstone
55.7 1.0 coal, sillcified, §5 coal seat rock, clay56.2 .5
56.7 .5 coal57.2 .5 seat rock, clay58.4 1.2 coal
61.5 3.1 seat rock, clay
6 2 . 1 .6 coal
GRAYSON 19b
Location t Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road
cut Junction of west bound entrance to I 64
and I 64 west bound lane, Lat. 38°21,58" N.,






15.3 2.3 sandstone, fine grained, organic trash on bedding plane.
18,4 3.1 silty shale, nodules, fossils, brachiopods19.4 1.0 coal, Mile Branch 
seat rock, clay2 5 . 2 5.8
26.2 1.0 clay shale, nodules
26.5 .3 sandstone, fine grained
2 9 . 0 2.5 silty shale, nodules
29.3 .3 coal
3 2 . 0 2.7 seat rock, clay42,0 10.0 slltstone, sillcified, marine fossils, 
brachiopods, gastropods, (Kilgore)
44.0 2.0 slltstone, marine fossils, brachiopods
55
GRAYSON 19c
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut west bound lane I 6*+, ,1 mile west of 
entrance lane, Lat, 38021'56" N.# Long, 82°
46'37" W.
Top of Section*
1 , 3  coal, #6
5 . 3  ^*0 seat rock, clay
8 . 3  3 . 0 seat rock, sandy clay
1 5 . 8 7 . 5 sandstone, medium grained
2 0 , 2 4,4 seat rock, clay
2 7 , 1 6 . 9  sandstone, medium grained
34.7 7.6 slltstone
43.0 8,3 silty shale, nodules
44.5 1*5 clay shale
45.0 ,5 slltstone, fossils, productld spines
46.0 1,0 coal, Mile Branch
GRAYSON 19d
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut north side of hill on I 64 at U.S. 60 
east lane exit, Lat, 380 , Long, 82°,
Top of Section*
2.0 coal, #6"
6.3 4.3 seat rock, clay7.0 .7 seat rock, flint clay
11,0 4.0 seat rock, clay
23.5 12,5 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
3 6 . 0 12,5 silty shale interbedded with siltstone
38.5 2.5 silty shale, nodules, fossils brachiopods39.0 .5 slltstone, productid spines40.1 1.1 coal, Mile Branch
44.7 4,6 seat rock, clay, bottom 1 ft, sandy45.4 .7 sandstone, fine grained. 46.4 1 . 0 clay shale, rooted
47.4 1.0 sandstone, fine grained, with thin layer 
of shale, rooted
48.3 .9 clay shale, rooted48.8 .5 coal51.2 2.4 seat rock, clay
57.2 6.0 slltstone, sillcified, marine fossils,
large pelecypods and brachiopods, burrowed
56
GRAYSON 19e
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut I 6*4- west end of east bound exit to U.S, 
60. Lat. 38°, Long. 82°.
Top of Section 1
9.5 sandstone, medium grained11.1 1.6 silty shale
22.1 11,0 slltstone fossils brachiopods,22.6 . 5 slltstone, spines
23.7 1.1 coal, Mile Branch27.9 4.2 seat rock, clay
28.4 .5 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
29.1 .7 seat rock, clay
30.1 1.0 clay shale
30.5 .4 coal










Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, east 
end of I 64 overpass of U.S. 60. Lat. 38°21' 
55” N., Long. 82646'15" W.
Top of Section:
15.0 sandstone, medium grained
27.0 12.0 silty shale, fossils brachiopods in lower 
1 ft.
28.0 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
30.0 2.0 clay shale
38.0 8,0 silty shale
38.5 .5 coal
41.5 3.0 clay shale44.5 3.0 slltstone, sillcified, fossils product id 
spines (Kilgore)
50.5 6.0 slltstone to fine grained sandstone, thin wavey beds burrowed
51.5 1.0 coal, thin shale seam
5 2 .2 .7 clay shale, carbonaceous
53.2 1.0 coal, sillcified, sillcified wood, #5 coal 
clay shale, carbonaceous53.5 .354.2 .7 coal
54.7 .5 clay shale
55.7 1 . 0 coal




45,6 1.0 seat rock, clay, limestone, cone-in-cone
"Birdshot" iron Van port intei'val 
^6.^ .8 clay shale, coal streaks
51A  5.0 clay shale
CEREDO 21a
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O.
R.R. cut between Blackburn Ave. and south end 
of C.&O.R.R. tunnel portal, Lat, 38°28'4l" N., 
Long. 82°39'55" W.
Top of Section 1
sandstone, medium grained 
cover
clay shale, weathered 
clay shale, black 
sandstone, fine grained 
slltstone
sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded 
slltstone, wedges of silty shale 
sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded 
silty shale, nodules
CEREDO 22b
Location! Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut .5 miles east of Little Mary Church, section 
starts in sandstone above creek bed, Lat, 38° 
27'^3" N., Long. 82°42,12" W.
Top of Section!










.3 sandstone, fine grained.6 .3 clay shale
1.1 .5 coal, #6
5.2 J+.1 seat rock, clay
. 6.2 1.0 slltstone
21.2 15.0 sandstone, fine grained
21.5 .3 slltstone
22.3 .8 clay shale, plant fragments
23.3 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
25.3 2.0 seat rock, clay25.8 .5 sandstone, fine grained
29.3 3.5 slltstone, fine grained, thin bedded
2 9 . 6 .3 slltstone
29.9 .3 clay shale
31.9 2.0 slltstone
3^.9 3.0 clay shale, rooted
35.2 .3 coal, #5
58
21 (continued)
61 . 0 .3 coal
62.0 1,0 seat rock, clay
6 2 . 2 ,2 coal
68.2 6,0 clay shale, top 1 ft, rooted, plant frag­
ments
GRAYSON 22
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road
cut Ky, 9 6 6, ,4 miles south of Coalton, Kentucky. 
Lat. 38°21'58” N., Long. 82°45'45" W.
Top of Section 1
5.8 coal, #7 
9 , 8 4.0 seat rock, clay
2 5 . 8 1 6 . 0 silty shale and slltstone in upper 11.5
ft,, west end of cut slltstone grades 
laterally into sandstone
27.8 2,0 silty shale, nodules
3 0 . 8 3.0 slltstone and Interbedded silty shale
34.8 4.0 clay shale, nodules contain leaf fossils
44.8 10,0 slltstone, small scale ripples, plant
fragments
46.5 1.7 coal, #6
49.2 2.7 seat rock, silty shale
4 9 . 5 .3 seat rock, flint clay
5 1 . 0 2.5 seat rock-, silty shale
53.5 1*5 seat rock, clay
71.5 18.0 sandstone, fine grained, with two small
coal and seat rock zones, this interval 
thins to the east where it is silty shale 
with nodules
76.5 5*0 silty shale, nodules, interval thins to
the west where it is a fine grained 
sandstone
7 6 .9 .4 clay shale, fossils productid spines
7 8 . 9 2.0 coal, thin clay shale seam less than 1
in. thick, Mile Branch
82.2 3*3 seat rock, clay
83.2 1.0 slltstone
85.7 2,5 slltstone, sillcified, burrowed, fossils
brachiopods, (Kilgore)
87,4 1,7 slltstone, burrowed
8 7 . 8 .4 clay shale, carbonaceous
88.1 .3 coal
8 8 . 9 ,8 slltstone
59
GRAYSON 75
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Argillite Quadrangle,
road cut Ky, 5» .3 miles north of Junction of
Buena Vista road with Ky. 5. Lat. 38°24'l6" N,, 
Long. 82°45'30" W.
Top of Section:
15.0 sandstone, medium grained
19*3 ^*3 silty shale, nodules, fossils calcareous
"brachiopods
28.7 9.4 clay shale, high organic content
29.9 1.2 coal
3 0 .5 *6 seat rock, clay
3 0 . 7 .2 slltstone
32 .1 1.4 clay shale
3 2 . 6 .5 coal
33*1 *5 seat rock, clay
34.3 1.2 coal
GRAYSON ?6a
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road to
strip pit, north of old U.S, 60, .5 miles South 






sandstone, fine grained 
clay shale, plant fossils
11.5 .1 coal
11.9 .4 clay shale13.0 1.1 coal, sillcified, #5 seat rock, clay, flinty in1 3 A .4 part
14.0 .6 coal
14.3 .3 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
15.9 1.6 coal
16.7 .8 seat rock, clay
60
GRAYSON ?6b
Locationt Boyd. County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road to 
strip pit off old U.S. 60, ,75 miles west of 
Coalton, Kentucky, Lat, 38°22'22" N., Long. 
82°46,29" W.
Top of Section*
4.0 sandstone, medium grained
15.6 11.6 cover
31.2 1 5 . 6 seat rock, clay
3 1 . 6 .4 seat rock, sand
41.6 10,0 sandstone, medium grained
42.8 1.2 slltstone
44.8 2.0 cover
47.0 2.2 silty shale
5 2 . 2 5.2 cover
54.2 2.0 silty shale, nodules, fossils, brachiopods 
crlnoids
54.7 .5 coal, Mile Branch
60.7 6.0 seat rock, clay
63.1 2.4 clay shale
65.1 2.0 cover
6 5 .4 .3 coal66.4 1.0 seat rock, clay
69.7 3 . 3 slltstone, sillcified, fossils, brachio­pods (Kilgore)
74.3 4.6 sandstone, medium grained, burrowed top, logs
75.1 .8 clay shale
7 6 . 2 1.1 coal, sillcified, #5
GRAYSON 7?
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S, 60, ,2 miles south of Coalton, Ken­
tucky. Lat. 38°22* 16" N., Long. 82045'48*’ W.
Top of Section *
4.5 sandstone, med ium grained
6.9 2.4 clay shale8.0 1.1 coal, Mile Branch
1 6 . 2 8.2 seat rock, clay
16.5 .3 coal22.5 6.0 seat rock, sandy clay
25.5 3.0 slltstone42.0 16.5 sandstone, med ium grained
middle part is fine grained and is inclined 
over eastern part, western side is medium 




43.0 1 . 0 clay shale
43.2 . 2 coal
43.6 .4 seat rock, clay
44.7 1 . 1 coal, sillcified, #5
45.0 .3 seat rock, clay
45.1 . 1 coal
4 5.5 .4 clay shale
45.6 . 1 coal
45.8 . 2 clay shale
46.8 1 . 0 coal
48.6 1 . 8 seat rock, clay
48.9 .3 coal50.4 1.5 seat rock, clay
51.9 1.5 clay shale
52.5 . 6 clay shale, carbonaceous
54.3 1 . 8 seat rock, clay
57.5 3.2 seat rock, silty shale
58.5 1 . 0 s iltstone
59.5 1 . 0 silty shale
6 2 . 0 2.5 slltstone, nodules
64.7 2.7 seat rock, sandy clay
67.7 3.0 sandstone, fine grained
GRAYSON 78
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road to 
strip mine north of west bound lane I 64, *75 
miles west of I 64 - U.S. 60 bridge. Lat. 380 
21'58" N., Long. 82°47’07" V/.
Top of Section 1
1.0 coal, #7
4.2 3.2 seat rock, clay
7.2 3.0 silty shale
3 2 . 2 25.0 cover
34.2 2.0 clay shale, nodules
36.2 2.0 clay shale
37.3 1.1 coal, #6
41.3 4.0 seat rock, clay42.3 1.0 clay shale
42.4 .1 coal
53.6 11,2 seat rock, clay
54.8 1.2 sandstone, fine grained
55.8 1.0 clay shale
68.0 12.2 cover
70.0 2.0 silty shale
73.2 3.2 cover
73.7 .5 clay shale, marine fossils,74.2 .5 coal, Mile Branch
77.2 3.0 seat rock, clay
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78 (continued)
79.5 2,3 clay shale
83,2 3.? silty shale
88.7 5.5 cover
8 9 .0 , 3  coal
9 0 . 5 1*5 seat rock, clay91.1 ,6 siltstone, poorly sillcified, (Kilgore)
1 0 3,^ 12,3 siltstone, platey bedded
105.8 2,ft cover
1 0 6 . 8 1,0 clay shale
107.8 1.0 coal, sillcified, sillcified wood, #5
■ 1 0 9 , 0 1,2 seat rock, clay
1 0 9 . 3 .3 coal
1 0 9 , 5 .2 seat rock, clay
109 . 8  .3 coal
GRAYSON 79
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, C.&O,R.R.
cut ,35 miles northeast of Kilgore, Kentucky.
Lat. 38°21,lV' N,, Long. 82°i4-6,37" W,
Top of Section*
5.2 slltstone, sillcified, fossils brachio­
pods (Kilgore)
,1 coal
2,5 silty shale, nodules
1.3 coal, sillcified, #5 
,ft seat rock, clay 
.2 coal
,6 seat rock, clay 
,4 coal
2,0 seat rock, clay
GRAYSON 83
Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 60, .85 miles west of Kilgore, Kentucky. 
Lat. 38°21'13" N,, Long. 82°^7’W  W.
Top of Section*
.5 coal, sillcified, #51.2 .7 siltstone, rooted
1.5 .3 seat rock, clay
1.9 A coal
7.1 5.2 seat rock, clay











13.2 ,6 seat rock, clay-
14.2 1.0 silty shale
18,4 4,2 siltstone
GRAYSON 84
Locationi Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
to strip mine 1,2 miles west of Kilgore, 
Kentucky. Lat. 38°21,l8" N. ( Long. 82°48'09" W.
Top of Section:
9.0 siltstone
12.5 3.5 coal, #7
54.3 41.8 cover
59.5 5.2 seat rock, clay73.4 13.9 cover78.4 5.0 sandstone, medium grained
84.5 6.1 cover
85.5 1.0 sandstone, medium grained
9 0 . 0 4.5 siltstone
91.0 1.0 slltstone, nodules
9 2 . 0 1.0 silty shale
9 2 . 8 .8 clay shale
94.0 1.2 coal, Mile Branch
98.0 4.0 cover
98.4 .4 siltstone, sillcified, fossils brachio­
pods (Kilgore)
99.6 1.2 siltstone
103.6 4.0 silty shale
104.1 .5 clay shale
105.3 1.2 coal, sillcified, #5
1 0 9 . 8 4.5 seat rock, clay
112.5 2.7 silty shale, nodules
1 1 3 . 0 .5 siltstone115.0 2.0 silty shale, platey
116.5 1.5 sandstone, fine grained
129.5 13.0 sandstone, medium grained
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GRAYSON 84a
Locationi Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road to 
strip pit 1,3 miles west of Kilgore, Kentucky,
,1 miles north of U.S. 60.
Top of Sectioni
2 , 0 sandstone, 
clay shale
fine gi'ained
5.2 3.2 , nodules
6.7 1.5 coal, Mile Bi'anch
1 0 . 0 3.3 seat rock, clay, silty in lower 1 ft.
1 0 . 6 . 6 coal
1 1 . 2 .6 seat l'ock, 
siltstone,
clay
13.2 2 . 0 sillcified, fossils hrachiopods,
(Kilgore)
GRAYSON 85
Locationi Caz'ter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadz'angle, road
to sti'ip pit , 9 miles north of junction Ky, 20? - 
U.S. 60. Lat. 38°21135" N., Long..82°45’50" W.
Top of Sectioni
1 . 0 shale
3.0 2 . 0 cover
3.2 . 2 coal, #7
1 2 . 2 9.0 seat rock, clay
14.8 2 . 6 clay shale
15.8 1 . 0 siltstone16.4 . 6 silty shale
16.9 .5 siltstone18.1 1 . 2 silty shale
1 9 . 6 1.5 siltstone20.4 . 8 sandstone, fine grained
2 1 . 0 .6 seat rock, clay
2 5 . 0 4.0 seat rock, clay, sandy
31.9 6.9 sandstone, fine grained35.4 cover
39.6 4.2 seat rock, clay
40.0 .4 "Bli'dshot nodule"
40.8 . 8 clay shale
41.5 .7 "Bli’dshot nodule"48.6 7.1 clay shale
50.7 2 . 1 silty shale
52.4 1.7 seat rock, clay
53.3 .9 coal, #6
53.9 . 6 seat rock, clay
57.1 3.2 siltstone57.6 .5 silty shale
58.1 .5 siltstone




6 2 . 7 .2 sandstone, fine grained 
siltstone6*4-, 0 1.367.0 3.0 silty shale
6 9 . 2 2.2 clay shale
70.5 1.3 coal, Mile Branch71.0 .5 seat rock, clay
71.7 .7 coal74.4 2.7 seat rock, clay 
GRA1S0N 87
Location! Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, entrance 
to deep limestone mine, Big Run Coal and Clay 
Co., Coalton, Kentucky, Lat, 38022'21M N,,
Long. 82°45'l6"W.
Top of Section:
2,0 sandstone, fine grained
4.3 2.3 clay shale interbedded with silty shale5.6 1.3 clay shale
5.9 .3 siltstone, plant fragments6.0 .1 coal
8.14 2.4 seat rock, clay flinty in part, coal streaks
10. 4 2.0 coal, 7f6
11.1 .7 seat rock, clay
22.2 11.1 sandstone., fine grained
26.7 4.5 silty shale, nodules, fossils, brachiopods, crlnoids in bottom 1 ft.
27.5 .8 coal, Mile Branch
32.9 5.4 seat rock, clay
33.4 .5 clay shale, carbonaceous33.6 .2 coal
34.1 .5 siltstone, sillcified, white (Kilgore)
37.1 3.0 seat rock, clay63.3 6.2 sandstone, siltstone
50.3 7.0 sandstone, fine grained52.1 1.8 silty shale, leaf fossils
52.3 .2 coal
52.5 .2 seat rock, claycoal, sillcified, sillcified wood, #553.9 1.454,4 .5 seat rock, clay
54.5 .1 coal
54.9 .4 seat rock, clay
55.7 .8 coal
58.7 3.0 seat rock, clay
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GRAYSON 88
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Argillite Quadrangle 
road cut .4 miles west of Princess, Kentucky 




5.0 4.0 seat rock, clay, silty near bottom'
5.3 .3 coal
5.5 .2 seat rock, clay5.8 .3 seat rock, siltstone6.8 1.0 coal
11.8 5.0 siltstone
12.3 .5 sandstone, fine grained
15.3 3.0 sandstone, cross-bedded, fine grained
16.9 1.6 seat rock, clay
17.3 .4 coal
18.3 1.0 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
19.5 1.2 coal, sillcified, #5
19.7 .2 clay shale , carbonaceous20.0 .3 coal, high % of clay21.0 1.0 clay shale , leaf impressions
22.0 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
22.4 .4 siltstone
28.3 5.9 sandstone, fine grained
GRAYSON 89
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Argillite Quadrangle, 
road cut .2 miles up Tough Branch Road, .2 
miles east of Naples, Kentucky. Lat. 38°26'02" 
N., Long 82°45*57" W.
Top of Section*
.5 coal4.0 3.5 seat rock, clay
9.0 5.0 sandstone, fine grained
15.0 6.0 clay shale and silty shale
15.1 .1 clay shale16.0 .9 coal
16.9 .9 seat rock, clay18.1 1.2 siltstone, rooted
21.4 3.3 siltstone22.1 .7 clay shale
23.1 1.0 silty shale
27.3 4.2 s iltstone
28.5 • 1.2 silty shale




Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, road 
cut south side of I 64, ,7 miles west of 
I 64 - U.S. 60 bridge. Lat. 38°21 '54M N.( 
Long. 82°47'04" W.
Top of Section*
5.3 seat rock, clay, sandy at the top
1 0 . 6 5.3 sandstone, fine grained20.4 9.8 cover
2 1 . 2 .8 coal, Mile Branch
26.5 5.3 seat rock, clay
28.3 1 . 8 clay shale
31.8 3.5 silty shale and siltstone lenses, nodules32.4 . 6 silty shale
3^.7 2.3 cover35.0 .3 coal
3 6 . 6 1 . 6 seat rock, clay
37.1 .5 siltstone, sillcified, fossils, brachio­pods, (Kilgore)
GRAYSON 91
Location* Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, ditch
south side of I 64, ,54 miles west of I 64 -
U.S. 60 bridge. Lat. 38021,54,, N. , Long. 82°
4 6 '56 " w.
Top of Section 1
5.3 siltstone, sillcified, burrowed, fossils, brachiopods, pelecypods, gastropods
6.9 1 . 6 s iltstone, burrowed
8 . 2 .1.3 sandstone, medium grained, burrowed
11.3 3.1 silty shale
12.9 1 . 6 clay shale, leaf fossils14.1 1 . 2 coal, sillcified, #5
GRAYSON 91a
Location 1 Carter County, Kentucky, Rush Quadrangle, drain­
age ditch south side I 64, ,55 miles west of 




2 , 5  2 . 0  cover




1 6 , 2 9 ,^ sandstone, medium grained, log fossils,
rafted coal
1 6 . 7 ,5 siltstone, highly carbonaceous
2 0 . 0 3*3 sandstone, medium grained, plant trash
2 2 . 5 2 , 5  sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
2 3 . 0 . 5 siltstone
2 ^ . 3 1 . 3 coal, sllicifled, #5




Location* Lawrence County, Ohio, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 100 ft. viest of Ashland bridge. 
Lat, 38°29'1*+" N., Long. 82038'22" W.
Top of Section*
10.0+ sandstone, medium grained, scoured base 
extends to clay shale
11.3 1.3 coal, #6
13.3 2.0 clay shale18.6 5.3 siltstone grading laterally into sandstone
18.9 .3 seat rock, flint clay
22.9 *+.0 seat rock, clay, top 1 ft. flinty
29.9 7.0 sandstone, fine grained
30.9 1.0 silty shale
35.9 5.0 seat rock, clay*+0.6 *+. 7 limestone, mlcrite, marine fossils, cal­careous brachiopods, "Birdshot" iron 
in top .3 ft., (Vanport)
*+2.1 1.5 Unit 1 clay, shale
*+5.9 3.8 Unit 2 seat rock, clay50.2 *+.3 Unit 3 sandstone, rooted, road xevel inter­sects section
CEREDO 17a
Location* Lav/rence County, Ohio, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 52, 200 ft. west of Ashland bridge, 
38°29,16" N., Long. 82°38’2*+n W.Lat.
Top of Section*
.8 Unit 1 clay, shale
2.3 1.5 Unit 2 seat rock, clay
9.1 6.8 Unit 3 sandstone, rooted16.*+ 7.3 Unit *+ clay shale, blue-gray shale, hard, unit intersects road level
CEREDO 17b
Location* Lawrence County, Ohio, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 52, 250 ft, west of Ashland bridge.
Lat. 38°29,15" N., Long. 82°38*25" W.
Top of Section*
.5 Unit 1 seat rock, clay
2.0 1.5 Unit 3 sandstone, rooted Unit *+ unit has pinched out0.0
20.0 18-. 0 Unit 5 sandstone, medium grained, cross- 
bedded, unit is laterally equivalent to 
unit *+, contact is sharp
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CEREDO 19
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut 50 ft, south of west bound U.S. 23* . 8 miles 
west of U.S. 23-C.&O.R.R. bridge. Lat, 38°29' 
32" N,, Long. 82°39' 37" V/.
Top of Section*
1 . 0 clay shale
2.7 1.7 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
5.3 2 . 6 coal, #7
6 . 8 1.5 seat rock, clay
9.0 2 . 2 seat rock, sandy clay
1 0 , 6 1 . 6 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
14.4 3.8 sandstone, fine grained
2 1 . 1 6 . 8 sandstone, medium grained
22.5 1.3 silty shale47.8 25.3 sandstone, coarse to medium grained, decreasing in grain size upward
48,4 . 6 clay shale
49.9 1.5 coal, #6
50.5 . 6 seat rock, clay
51.5 1 . 0 coal
51.7 .2 seat rock, siltstone
53.1 1.4 seat rock, clay
62.3 9.2 silty shale
64.2 1.9 seat rock, clay flinty in part
6 7 . 2 3.0 clay shale
67.3 . 1 coal
76.3 9.0 seat rock, clay, parts of intei-val is rooted clay
79.3 3.0 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, cal­careous brachiopods, "Birdshot" iron in 
top .2 ft., (Vanport)
8 0 , 2 .9 seat rock, clay
80.3 . 1 coal
83.3 3.0 clay shale84.3 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
8 8 . 1 3.8 siltstone
93.6 5.5 sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 21
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C&O.
R,R, tunnel portal south end. Lat. 38c*28,43" N., 
Long. 82°3 9*43" W.
Top of Section*
1 , 0  seat rock, clay
1 1 . 6 1 0 , 6 cover
44.6 3 3.O sandstone, medium grained
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22b (continued)
35.5 .3 seat rock, clay
36 .2 .7 clay shale
3 8 .2 2 . 0 sandstone, 
sandstone,
fine grained
54.7 16.5 medium grained
CEREDO 23
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill 
behind Rich and Standard Oil gas stations, 13th, 
street .1 miles south of Ashland Community 
College, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat, 38°28,22" N., 
Long. 82°38'55" W.
Top of Section 1
5 3 . 0  sandstone, medium grained
5 6 . 3 3 . 3 silty shale, nodules
5 7 . 0 , 7 coal, silicified nodule, #5
5 9 . 8 2 , 8  seat rock, clay
6 1 . 3 1 . 5  siltstone
6 3 . 3 2 , 0  silty shale
64.3 1 . 0  siltstone
6 6 , 6 2 , 3  silty shale
CEREDO 26
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 60, .l-mile north of Keeds, Kentucky, 
Lat. 38024'54" N., Long. 82°42'32" W.
Top of Section: 
1 0 . 0 sandstone, fine grained, bottom 4 ft, 
hollow iron stained cavities
2 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 silty shale
23.5 1.5 clay shale, nodules, fossils gastropods, productids spines
24.7 1 . 2 coal, Kile Branch
27.9 3.2 cover
* 28.9 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
29.9 1 . 0 clay shale, small silt lenses look like varves
30.4 .5 silty shale31.4 1 . 0 slltstone, burrowed
32.1 .7 clay shale, nodules
32.3 . 2 coal
3 2 .8 .5 clay shale, nodules
36.1 3.3 siltstone
38.7 2 . 6 silty shale
38.9 .2 siltstone
45.9 7.0 silty shale, nodules
46.0 . 1 ironstone layer discontinuous, leaf fossils
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26 (continued)
46,4 .4 clay shale
*1-6.5 •! coal
47,1 .6 clay shale
48.6 1.5 coal, silicified, #5
4 9 , 3  .7 clay shale carbonaceous
51.6 2,3 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 27
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 60, .8 miles north of junction U.S. 60 - 
Ky. 180. Lat. 38023'45" N., Long. 82042,38, V/.
Top of Section*
3.8 sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded
7.7 3.9 clay shale7.8 .1 coal
8.1 .3 siltstone, rooted9.4 1.3 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
10.7 1.3 coal, #6
13.7 3.0 seat rock, clay
17.7 4.0 silty shale, "Blrdshot" iron in middleof unit
18.6 .9 clay shale
19.9 .3 coal20,4 .5 seat rock, flint clay
2 5 . 8 5.4 seat rock; clay
26.3 1.5 seat rock, silty clay
19.3 3.0 sandstone, fine grained, rooted, canoe-shaped, rises in section to the south
3 0 . 8 .5 seat rock, clay Interval expands to thesouth
33.2 3.4 sandstone, fine grained, unit is hoi’lzontal
41.7 8.5 clay shale
42.7 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
CEREDO 27a
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut ,5 miles north of U.S. 60 - Ky, 180 Junction.
Lat, 38°23’30" N., Long. 82°42 '41" W.
Top of Section *
.5 coal, #7
1.9 1.4 cover
23.9 22.0 sandstone, fine grained
32.5 8.6 cover
3 2 . 6 .1 coal
32.9 .3 clay shale
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2?a (continued)
33 .8 .9 seat rock, clay
3**.3 .5 coal
38.1 3.8 seat rock, clay
1*2.0 3.9 clay shale, nodules
1*2.5 .5 seat rock, flint clay
1*1*. 3 1.8 seat rock, clay
1*5.2 .9 seat rock, sandy clay
1*7.3 2.1 sandstone, fine grained
1*8.5 1.2 seat rock, sandy clay1*9*. 8 1.3 seat rock, clay
5 0 . 0 .2 seat rock, flint clay
53.9 3.9 seat rock, clay
58.9 5.0 clay shale, "Blrdshot nodule"61*.8 5.9 siltstone
65.0 1.2 clay shale
67.0 1.0 cover
71*.2 7.2 silty shale, nodules, fossils productids 
cephalopods
71*.5 .3 clay shale
75.1* .9 coal, Mile Branch81.1 5.7 seat rock, clay
81.8 .7 clay shale, carbonaceous82,2 .1* seat rock, clay
81*. 0 1.8 clay shale
85.0 1.0 silty shale
85.1* .1* sandstone, fine grained
86.4 1.0 siltstone, burrowed
9 0 . 6 1*. 2 sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 2?b
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 60, , 5 miles south of Meeds, Kentucky, 
.Lat, 38024'2**" N. , Long, 82°**2,51" tf.
Top of Section*
3.7 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
8.2 4.5 clay shale
13.4 5.2 cover
14. 4 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
1 6. 4 2.0 seat rock, clay
18.9 2.5 seat rock, sandy clay
21.9 3.0 sandstone, fine grained22,** .5 clay shale
23.3 .9 coal
23.9 .6 seat rock, clay
27.1 3.2 cover
28.3 1.2 siltstone, burrowed (top of bank)
28.8 /5 clay shale
2 9 . 8 1.0 silty shale, limestone nodules, marine
• fossils productid spines
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27b (continued)
37.3 7.5 siltstone, thin bedded
4 1 . 8  4 , 5  sandstone, fine grained, massive
44.4 2 . 6  silty shale, plant fragments
44.5 ,1 ironstone, plant fragments
44.8 , 3 clay shale
44.9 , 1 coal
45.2 , 3 clay shale
47.0 1 . 8 coal, silicifled #5
47.5 . 5 seat rock, clay
47.6 .1 coal
48.6 1 , 0 seat rock, clay
5 0 . 5 1 . 9 seat rock, siltstone
CEREDO 28
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 60 base of cut, church north side of 
road, top of cut, top of Princess hill, Lat. 




7.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
21.5 i4.o siltstone with interbeds of fine grained sandstone
22.5 1.0 silty shale25.8 3.3 coal, #?30.4 4.6 seat rock, clay





45.0 3.0 clay shale
57.6 12.6 cover
6 1 . 6 4.0 sandstone, fine grained
65.8 4.2 sandstone, fine grained
72.0 6.2 siltstone
73.0 1.0 silty shale
74.1 1.1 siltstone
75.7 1.6 silty shale82.0 6.3 cover
83.4 1.4 coal, #6
85.4 2.0 seat rock, clay
94.0 8.6 cover
105.4 11.4 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedding
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CEREDO 28b
Location: ‘Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O, 
R.R. tunnel south portal, Princess, Kentucky. 
Lat. 38023,27m N., Long. 82044’26" W.
Top of Section *
5.2 siltstone to sandstone, fine grained
6 . 2 1 . 0 siltstone, thin bedded
8.4 2 . 2 coal, #6
8.9 *5 seat rock, clay
15.1 6 . 2 cover
1 8 , 1 3.0 seat rock, silty shale
47.4 29.1 sandstone, fine grained
48.4 1 . 0 seat rock, flint clay
49.3 .9 coal, coal varies in thickness and risesand falls in the section, Mile Branch
5 1 .2 1.9 s iltstone, rooted55.2 4.0 sandstone, fine grained, carbonaceous
56.9 1.7 seat rock, clay black
58.9 2 . 0 sandstone, fine grained, burrowed61.4 2.5 sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 29?
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut south side U.S. 60, .5 miles west of Junction 
U.S. 60-Ky. 180. Lat. 38°23,13" N., Long. 82°
23* 13" V/.
Top of Section*
.2 seat rock, flint clay
.4 . 2 clay shale
1.4 *1 . 0 coal
2.4 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
9.^ 7.0 seat rock, silty clay21.4 1 2 . 0 cover
24.1 2.7 silty shale, nodules, marine fossils, productids, crinoids
2 6 . 6 2.5 coal28.6 2 . 0 silty shale, carbonaceous
3 0 . 6 2 . 0 sandstone, medium grained, carbonaceous, 
burrowed
32.3 1.7 silty shale
33.^ 1 . 1 coal, sllicified, #534.4 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
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CEREDO 29a
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 60, .2 miles north of junction U.S. 60 
Ky. 180. Lat. 38023'19" N., Long. 82°42'56" W.
Top of Section t
.4 seat rock, flint clay
.6 .2 coal
9.8 9.2 seat rock, clay, sandy to silty clay in
lower 4 ft.
26.8 17.0 sandstone, medium grained, grain size
decreasing upward
27.0 .2 coal
32.5 5.5 seat rock, clay, silty in lower 2 ft.
36.5 4.0 siltstone
37.7 1.2 siltstone, nodules
£7.7 10.0 silty shale47.8 .1 Ironstone, plant fragments
47.9 .1 clay shale48.0 .1 coal
48.5 .5 clay shale, carbonaceous
49.7 1 . 2 coal
50.1 .4 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 30
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 60 west of U.S. 60 bridge over Williams 





sandstone, fine grained, thin bedded 
clay shale
19.4 .7 coal, Mile Branch
3 0 ,8 11.4 seat rock, clay
31.2 .4 coal
35.7 4.5 seat rock, clay38.0 2.3 sandstone, fine grained, small scale cross-bedding
sandstone, medium grained, large scale48.0 10.0
50.5 2.5
cross-bedding, logs
sandstone, fine grained, small scale
51.5 1 . 0
ripples
siltstone
52.5 1 . 0 silty shale, nodules, plant fossils
52.7 .2 coal
53.0 .3 clay shale, carbonaceous
5^.1 1.1 coal, silicified #5




56.3 1,0 seat rock, clay
59.8 3.5 siltstone
62.3 2.5 silty shale, nodules
63.4 1.1 coal
64.0 .6 seat rock, clay black
64.3 .3 coal
CEREDO 31
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O,
R,R, cut and road cut U.S. 60, Princess Kentucky. 
Lat. 38°23,11" N., Long. 82044 ’44" W.
Top of Section:
1.0 seat rock, clay
1.5 .5 coal, Mile Branch
?•? .8 clay shale, highly carbonaceous4.4 2.1 seat rock, clay
5.6 1.2 sandstone, fine grained, black
9.6 4.0 cover
12.3 2.7 sandstone, fine grained, burrowed14.8 2.5 cover20.0 5.2 siltstone, nodules
20.6 .6 silty shale
21,1 .5 clay shale
21.3 .2 coal
21.5 .2 seat rock, clay
22.5 1.0 coal, sillcifled #5
23.4 .9 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
2 3 . 8 .4 coal
2 5 . 2 1.4 seat rock, silty clay
28.7 3.0 silty shale
2 8 . 6 .4 coal
28.7 . 1 seat rock, clay
29.1 .4 coal
30.5 1.4 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 32
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut on hill south of section 27a south side of 
Ky, 180, ,4 miles **est of Cannonsburgh, Kentucky, 
Lat. 38623*07" N., Long. 82°42,40" W.
Top of Section:
1 . 0 clay shale, red
8 . 0 7.0 siltstone
14.5 6.5 clay shale, red
19.7 5.3 silty shale
78
32 (continued)
28.1 8 .1* siltstone and silty shales, 
contains "Birdshot nodules"
top .5 ft.
29.1 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
35.8 6.7 cover
**3.3 6.5 sandstone, fine grained**8.2 i*.9 siltstone
50.7 2.5 seat rock, clay
5**. 5 3.8 silty shale
56.5 2.0 clay shale
57.3 .8 coal, split by thin shale
6 0 . 3 3.0 seat rock, clay
6 1 . 3 1.0 clay shale61,8 .5 "Birdshot nodule"62,8 1.0 silty shale
68.0 5.2 siltstone to silty shale in lower 2 ft.
78.** 1 0.1* cover
79.6 1.2 silty shale
81,6 2.0 clay shale, "Birdshot nodules"
8 3 . 6 2.0 siltstone
88,8 5.2 seat rock, clay
89.5 .7 sandstone, fine grained
91.0 1.5 seat rock, clay
9 2 . 2 1.2 coal, #7
95.4 3 .2 seat rock, clay





Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut ,2 miles southeast of Junction U.S. 60 
Cannonsburgh Road, Lat, 38°2**'05" N,, Long, 
82°** 2 '44" V/.
Top of Section*
1 . 0 coal
2.5 1.5 seat rock, clay36.8 3**.3 cover
" 37.3 .5 clay shale
37.** .1 coal
38.9 1.5 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
****.1 5.2 clay shale , nodules
****. 6 .5 seat rock, flint clay
****.7 .1 coal
45.2 .5 seat rock, clay**5.6 .** seat rock, clay
**5.7 .1 coal
**6.3 .6 seat rock, clay
**7.3 1.0 seat rock, sandstone, canoe-shaped**8.8. 1.5 siltstone
79
33 (continued)
51.8 3.0 silty shale
54.2 2.4 clay shale
56.7 2.5 sandstone, fine grained63.2 6.5 cover
68.3 5.1 clay shale
6 9 . 8 1.5 clay shale, nodules
72.5 2.7 clay shale
73.5 1.0 clay shale, "Birdshot" iron in upper .5 ft
73.7 .2 seat rock, clay74.2 .5 coal, Mile Branch78.2 4.0 seat i-ock, clay with coal streaks
78.9 .7 coal
80.5 1.6 seat rock, clay81.0 .5 silty shale
81.5 .5 siltstone, bum-owed88.0 6.5 sandstone, fine grained90.8 2.8 siltstone





County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O. 
cut about 1.7 miles southwest of C.&O. R.R,
bridge across East Fork Little Sandy River, 
Lat. 38°24'03" N., Long. 82°43,46" W.
Top of Section» 
76.2 cover to base of #7 coal
81.if 5.2 siltstone, nodules
82.5 1.1 clay shale85.0 2.5 coal, #587.0 2.0 seat rock, clay
92.1 5.1 silty shale
93.1 1.0 siltstone
95.1 2.0 sandstone, fine grained
99.1 4.0 silty shale
101.7 2.6 siltstone, burrowed
1 0 2 . 5 .8 sandstone, fine grained
103.7 1.2 silty shaleID3 . 8 .1 siltstone104.8 1.0 silty shale
105.0 .2 coal
105.5 .5 seat rock, clay
1 0 5 . 6 .1 siltstone




Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, .75
miles west of Stephens Hollow, north of Ky, 531 
road to abandon strip mine, Lat. 38°24'32" N., 
Long. 82o43'04" W.
Top of Section:
1.0 seat rock, clay
1.2 .2 coal
1.3 .1 seat rock, clay1.6 .3 coal4.1 2.5 seat rock, clay
4.7 .6 clay shale
5.7 1.0 siltstone, burrowed
8.3 2.6 sandstone, fine grained10.8 2.5 siltstone
15.9 5.1 silty shale18.4 2.5 clay shale, fossil leaves
19.9 1.5 coal, siliclfied, #521.1 1.2 seat rock, clay
21.9 .8 silty shale24.3 2.4 siltstone
25.8 1.5 sandstone, fine grained26.4 .6 siltstone
2 7 . 0 .6 sandstone, fine grained
28.0 1.0 clay shale
28.2 .2 coal
29.7 1.5 seat rock, clay
31.7 2.0 silty shale
34.7 3.0 siltstone
39.8 5.1 sandstone, fine grained44.9 5.1 cover to Ky, 531
CEREDO 36
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut north of Ky. 539 on Grandview Lake Road 
opposite Pondorosa Golf Course. Lat. 38°24'
2 6" N., Long. 82°43,25" W.
Top of Section: 
.5 seat rock, flint clay
5.1 4.6 seat rock, clay
10.3 5.2 seat rock, sandy clay
31.1 20.8 cover
34.5 3.4 clay shale
35.3 .8 coal, Mile Branch
36.3 1.0 seat rock, clay
41.5 5.2 cover
51.9 10,4 sandstone, fine grained
81
36 (continued)
54.5 2 . 6 cover
55.5 1 . 0 coal, siliclfied, #5
5 6 . 6 1 . 1 seat rock, clay
58.1 1.5 siltstone
6 2 , 6 4.5 cover
63.7 1 . 1 siltstone
64 , 3 .6 silty shale64.4 . 1 coal
6 5 . 8 1.4 seat rock, clay
7 0 .8 5.0 seat rock, sandy clay
7 2 .8 2 . 0 cover
93.6 2 0 . 8 sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 3?
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, .4
miles southeast of Grandview Lake Road, north 
of Ky. 538. Lat. 38°24'35" N., Long. 82°43'37"W.
Top of Section:
7.2 sandstone, fine grained
9.3 2 . 1 siltstone
9.5 .2 seat rock, flint clay
14.7 5.2 cover
15.7 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
2 0 . 9 5 . 2 seat rock, sandy clay
26,1 5.2 sandstone, fine grained
27.1 1.0 clay shale
36.2 9.1 cover, silty shale and nodules float
38.5 2.3 silty shale
44.7 6.2 cover
45.9 1.2 coal, Mile Branch48.2 2.3 seat rock, clay
48.3 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
53.9 5.6 seat rock, clay, coal streaks in the middle of the interval
64,7 10.8 cover, silicified coal float in this interval
* 68.2 3.5 seat rock, clay
68.5 .3 coal70.1 1.6 seat rock, clay
71.1 1.0 silty shale
76.3 5.2 siltstone79.8 3.5 sandstone, fine grained
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CEREDO 38
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, 
Junction Grandview Lake Road and unnamed 
road, ,15 miles east of Grandview Lake. Lat, 
38°25,N,I Long. 82043’43" W.
Top of Section:
1.0 seat rock, clay upper ,5 ft. flint clay
5.3 4.3 sandstone, fine grained
6.3 1.0 siltstone
9.2 2.9 silty shale
13.0 3.8 siltstone
14.6 1.6 sandstone, fine grained
17.2 2.6 siltstone
17.4 .2 silty shale
18.7 1.3 seat rock, clay flinty in part
19.2 .5 "Birdshot nodule"
19.8 .6 seat rock, clay
20.3 .5 "Birdshot nodule"
24.5 4.2 seat rock, clay flinty in part, coal sti*6aks in lower 3 ft.
25.7 1.2 sandstone, fine grained26.4 .7 seat rock, clay, pinches out to the south so that lower and upper sandstones converge
36.4 10.0 sandstone, fine grained, scoured base
38.0 1.6 s iltstone
38.6 .6 silty shale
39.4 .8 seat rock, clay
39.7 .3 seat rock, flint clay
4o.l .4 seat rock, clay
E. W.
41.1-4l.3 1.0-1.2 Unit 1 coal, #5
42.1-41.3 1.0-0.0 Unit 2 seat rock, clay
42,6-41,8 ,5- .5 Unit 3 siltstone
44.1-42.8' 1.5-1.0 Unit 4 clay shale
45.9-44,6 1,8-1,8 Unit 5 coal
49.1-47.8 3.2-3.2 Unit 6 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 39
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut east of Cow Palace Barn, Grandview Lake Road, 
.3 miles north of lake. Lat. 38°25'09" N,,
Long. 82043*34" W.
Top of Section 1
1,0 sandstone, fine grained
2.0 1,0 cover




7.5 .4 coal8.0 .5 seat rock, clay
9.6 1.6 coal, #5
10.2 .6 seat rock, clay
11,4 1,2 seat rock, sandy clay
CEREDO 40
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill­
side Stephens Hollow Road, .3 miles north of 
Ky. 538. Lat. 38°24'59" N., Long. 82°43,02" W.
Top of Section:
.3 seat rock, flint clay
.5 .2 seat rock, clay2.0 1.5 coal, Mile Branch2.6 .6 seat rock, clay
ik 6 2.0 clay shale
4.9 .3 coal9.8 4.9 seat rock, clay
10.8 1.0 clay shale
11.8 1.0 siltstone, burrowed
14.0 2.2 silt shale to siltstone in upper 1 ft.
14.2 .2 sandstone, fine grained
19.5 5.3 silty shale
21.5 2.0 clay shale21.8 .3 coal
22.3 .5 seat rock, clay
24.5 2.2 coal, sillcified #5
2 6 . 1 1.6 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 4l
i
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, side
road north of Ky. 538, .1 miles west of junction




.2 seat rock, flint clay
1.0 .8 coal
5.9 4.9 seat rock, streaks
clay flinty in part,
6.0 .1 coal
6.6 .6 seat rock, clay flinty in part
8.3 1.7 seat rock, sandstone, white
9.3 1.0 seat rock, sandy clay
15.£ 6.1 cover
17.9 2.5 clay shale
4l (continued)
18.9 1,0 seat rock, flint clay
19.0 .1 coal
19.1 .1 seat rock, clay
19.3 .2 coal
1 9 . 6 .3 seat rock, clay
20.3 .7 coal20.6 .3 clay shale , black




27.9 5.8 sandstone, fine grained,bottom contains logs and
28.9 1.0 clay shale
30.3 1.4 siltstone
3 2 . 8 2.5 clay shale , nodules
33.1 .3 coal




Location s Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut .3 miles south of Ky. 538, .1 miles east 




2.4 .6 seat rock, clay
5.2 2.8 cover
10.4 5.2 siltstone, sorted into beds about 2 to 3in. thick separated by silt with a lot of
clay
14.1 3.7 cover
32.4 18.3 sandstone, fine grained
33.9 1.5 silty shale!, nodules35.4 1.5 sandstone, fine grained37.6 2 . 2 siltstone
41.6 4.0 sandstone, fine grained
64.8 23.2 cover
" 68.0 3.2 seat rock, clay flinty in part
7 0 . 0 2.0 sandstone, fine grained
72.0 2.0 seat rock, clay
82.4 10.4 cover
87.6 5.2 clay shale to silty shale, nodules
88.5 .9 clay shale, fossil leaves
88.9 .4 coal
89.0 .1 seat rock, clay
9 0 . 6 1.6 coal, Mile Branch
95.6 5.0 seat rock, clay
96.1 .5 clay shale
97.3 1.2 siltstone, burrowed
42 (continued)
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98.2 .9 siltstone, nodules
98.4 .2 coal
100.4 2.0 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 43
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O, 
R.R. cut .35 miles north of Ky. 531 other side 
of hill from Ceredo 1+1, Lat, 38025'29" N . ,
Long. 82°42 *28" W.
Top of Section*
.2 seat rock, flint clay
2.6 2.4 seat rock, clay
5.1 2.5 clay shale
6.3 1.2 seat rock, flint clay
6.5 .2 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot" iron
11.1 4.6 seat rock, clay, lateral change to sandy clay
11.5 .4 seat rock, sandy clay14,6 3.1 sandstone, rooted, iron stained cavities
1 6 . 2 1.6 siltstone
1 9 . 0 2.8 silty shale
20.5 1.5 silty shale, "Birdshot nodules"
22.5 2.0 cover, evidence of old drift
23.5 1.0 clay shale
25.9 2.4 cover
29.5 3.6 siltstone, burrowed in part, limestone nodules, marine fossils crinoids, brachio- 
pods
32.5 3.0 cover
. 33.5 1.0 siltstone, platey bedded
38.7 -5.2 sandstone, fine grained upper part burrowed 
CEREDO 44
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, side
road about 1 . 0  miles north of Grandview Lake
Road . Lat. 38°25'30" N ,, Long. 82°43'59" W.
Top of Section*
12.0 silty shale
12,2 .2 seat rock, flint clay
12,6 .4 coal
14,1 1.5 seat rock, clay
1 6 , 1 2.0 siltstone
19.3 3.2 silty shale
21.3 2 ;o coal, #6
21.7 .4 seat rock, siltstone
8 6
**** (continued)
22.8 1.1 silty shale
2 3 . 8 1.0 siltstone
**3.8 20.0 sandstone, medium grained
**8.0 1*. 2 clay shale, nodules
1*9.0 1 . 0 clay shale
51.5 2.5 coal, Mile Branch
51*. 5 3.0 seat rock, clay
51*.9 .1* siltstone
55.1 .2 clay shale
55.6 .5 siltstone
65.1 .5 sandstone, fine grained,58.6 2.5 silty shale
59.1 .5 siltstone66.1 7.0 sandstone, fine grained
71.2 5.1 sandstone, fine grained
71.1* .2 coal
71.9 .5 seat rock, clay
73.** 1.5 coal, #5
74.3 .9 seat rock, clay
75.1 .8 coal
75.1* .3 seat rock, clay
77.1 1.7 sandstone, fine grained81.1 l*.0 siltstone, burrowed top
81.6 .5 silty shale81*. 2 2.5 coal86.1 2.0 seat rock, clay
88.1 2.0 silty shale
91.7 3.6 cover
9l*. 8 3.1 silty shale, nodules
99.3 1*.5 siltstone
101.9 2.6 silty shale
102.9 1.0 cover to road level
burrowed
CEREDO **5
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut to new development east side of Mary Carrol 
Lake. Lat. 38°26‘ N., Long, 82o*+3,01’' W.
Top of Section *
1.0 coal, #7
1.5 .5 seat rock, clay
3.0 1.5 sandstone, fine22.8 19.8 cover
**2.0 1 9 . 2 sandstone, fine
**3.8 1.8 siltstone
**5.8 2.0 cover







56.5 .8 siltstone57.6 1.1 clay shale
58.0 .** coal
58.** .** seat rock, flint clay
58.5 .1 coal60.6 2.1 seat rock, clay
61.2 .6 sandstone, rooted
63.7 2.5 sandstone, fine grained
67.2 3.5 clay shale70.** 3.2 seat rock, clay flinty in part
71.** 1.0 seat rock, flint clay
75.6 **.2 seat rock, clay
CEREDO **6
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill­
side on side road ,2 miles west of Ky. 710 and 




.2 seat rock, flint clay
5.2 seat rock, clay 
clay shale6.5 1.16.6 .1 coal
10,8 **.2 siltstone; rooted
sandstone, fine grained, small
in sandstone, rooted





22.2 .2 silty shale
2**. 2 2.0 coal, Kile Branch
clay galls
CEREDO if-?
Location t Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut ,1 miles south of Summit, Kentucky by C.&O. 
R.R. tracks, Lat. 38°25'48" N , , Long. 82°**2' 
28" W.
Top of Section 1
1.5 sandstone, fine grained 
5.** 3.9 siltstone, nodules
5.8 ,** coal
0.3 ,5 seat rock, clay
8.** 2,1 clay shale, carbonaceous
8 8
4? (continued)
9,2 ,8 coal, silicified, #5
9,4 ,2 clay shale
CEREDO 48
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadi’angle, road 
cut on road connecting Ky, 5 and Ky, 716, ,1 
miles south of Ky. 5 and Hood Creek. Lat, 38° 
26,45" N., Long, 82°42,52" W.
Top of Section*
1.4 coal, #7
1 5 . 6 14.2 cover
18,0 2.4 cover, probably clay shale
18.3 .3 seat rock, clay20,8 2.5 cover
. 21.7 .9 clay shale24,4 2.7 siltstone, nodules in top26,0 1.6 cover
31.2 5.2 sandstone, fine grained
31.7 .5 siltstone34.2 2.5 sandstone, fine grained45.6 11.4 cover
47.1 1.5 clay shale
51.8 4.7 cover
57.8 6.0 sandstone, fine grained
78,8 21,0 sandstone, medium gx'ained
93.4 14.6 cover
93.9 .5 clay shale
96,1 2,2 coal, Mile Branch
99.6 3.5 seat rock, clay100,6 1.0 seat rock, sandstone
103.3 2.7 seat rock, clay
1 0 5 . 8 2.5 silty shale
111,0 5.2 cover
112,2 1,2 siltstone and sandstone
119.9 7.7 sandstone, fine grained124,6 4.7 cover
126,6 2.0 silty shale
127.1 .5 coal, #5
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CEREDO *1*9
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
to subdivision Keystone Gas station, east of 
C.&O. R.R. tracks Summit, Kentucky. Lat. 380 
26*30" N., Long. 82°42,30" W.
Top of Section*
1.0 coal, #7
2 . 5 1.5 seat rock, clay44.1 *1-1.6 cover
**9.3 5.2 seat rock, sandy clay
7 5 . 3 26.0 sandstone, medium grained, scoured base80,8 f'5 cover8*1*. 8 4.0 siltstone
99.8 15.0 sandstone, medium grained
101.3 1.5 clay shale
102.3 1 . 0 coal, Mile Branch
103.3 1 . 0 seat rock, clay108.0 4.7 sandstone, medium, rooted, top 1 ft.
Location *
CEREDO 50
Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, .4 
miles north of entrance to Federal Correctional 
Institution, behind Scioto Block Company. Lat, 
38°26,31H N., Long. 82°42,30" W.
Top of Section*
2.5 clay shale, estimate 15 ft, to #7 coal2.8 .3 “Birdshot nodule"6,8 4.0 clay shale
15.2 8.4 siltstone, lowei* 3 ft. contains lenses 
of sandstone
17.2 2.0 sandstone, fine gi*ained
22. 4 5.2 siltstone, lenses of sandstone
27.4 5.0 sandstone, fine grained
2 9 . 2 1.8 coal, #6
3 0 .2 1.0 seat rock, clay
30.4 .2 coal
31.4 1,0 seat rock, clay






51.0 6.0 sandstone, fine grained
55? 2 4.2 cover
6 2,6 7.4 sandstone, fine grained
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CEREDO 51
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, saw 
mill and J&J Drive Inn opposite road to Boyd 
County Orphanage. Lat, 38026’36" N., Long. 
82°40 '49" V/.
Top of Section *
. 2 seat rock, clay
5.2 5.0 cover
6 . 8 1 . 6 siltstone
8.9 2 . 1 silty shale
1 0. 4 1.5 clay shale, "Birdshot nodules"15.4 5.0 clay shale
18.4 3.0 siltstone
19.4 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
21.9 2.5 siltstone, "Birdshot nodules"
22.9 1 . 0 clay shale
23.3 .4 siltstone
24.3 1 . 0 clay shale24.4 .1 coal
24.8 .4 siltstone to fine grained sandstone
28.4 3.6 silty shale
29.5 1 . 1 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
31.7 2 , 2 coal, #6
32.7 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
35.2 2.5 siltstone
CEREDO 52
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, 50
ft, north of C.&O, R.R, - Ironville road crossing, 
. 6 miles south of Winslow, Kentucky, Lat, 380 
27'10" N., Long. 82°4l'20" U.
Top of Section*




clay shale, large "Birdshot nodules
. 23.2 .2 siltstone
24.7 1.5 clay shale
27.7 3.0 coal, Mile Branch
2 9 . 2 1.5 seat rock, clay
35.9 6.7 siltstone
37.9 2.0 siltstone, nodules46.1 8.2 silty shale
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CEREDO 52a
Locationt Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O.
R.R, cut Little Hood Creek west of Boyd County 
Orphanage. Lat. 38°26’55" N., Long, 8 2 ° i n W  W.
Top of Sectioni
*1-1,0 sandstone, medium grained, scoured base 
****,7 3,7 clay shale, large "Birdshot nodules"
**6.2 1,5 clay shale, black
**6,5 .3 coal, Mile Branch
CEREDO 53
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut ,1 mile east of Ky, 5, .75 miles south of 




12.** 5.2 siltstone, nodules
13.1 .7 silty shale, nodules17.6 **.5 clay shale, nodules in top
18.** .8 coal
20.6 2.2 seat rock, clay




63.** 1 6.** sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 5**
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, new 
road cut and drainage ditch .3 miles east of 
Ironvllle, Kentucky, ,2 miles west of C.&O. R.R. 
tracks along Little Hood Creek, Lat. 38°27'09"N,, 
Long. 82°**!'27" V/.






seat l'ock, sandy clay
sandstone, fine grained, "Birdshot" iron 












99.1 2.8 cover104.3 5.2 silty shale
106.3 2.0 clay shale106.4 .1 "Birdshot :nodule"
111.4 5.0 clay shale
113.4 2.0 sandstone, fine grained
120,4 7.0 siltstone, nodules
121.4 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
122.9 1.5 siltstone124.4 1.5 silty shale, coal streaks124.9 .5 sandstone, fine grained125.4 .5 siltstone, nodules
125.5 .1 coal
128.5 3.0 seat rock, clay130.6 2.1 coal, 7f6
132.0 1.4 seat rock, clay
137.0 5.0 siltstone, sorted
142.2 5.2 sandstone, fine grained
144.2 2.0 siltstone
146.7 2.5 sandstone, fine grained147.2 .5 sandstone, medium grained
152.9 5.7 sandstone, fine grained
157.1 4.2 cover
167.5 10.4 sandstone, medium grained
172.7 5.2 cover to road level
CEREDO 55
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C,&0.
R.R. cut Winslow, Kentucky. Lat. 38°2?'l?" N,, 
Long. 82°40'56" W.
Top of Sectiont
3.0 sandstone, medium grained, scoured base
2.1 clay shale, "Birdshot nodules"
.5 siltstone
1.0 clay shale, black
2.7 coal, Mile Branch
2.6 seat rock, clay
2.0 siltstone and fine grained sandstone in 
top 1 ft.
10,4 silty shale with thin beds of siltstone,









County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill
side base of section in Little Hood Creek, Win-
slow, Kentucky, Lat. 38°27'20" N,, Long, 82°
*1-0 '*1-2" W.
Top of Section*
2.0 sandstone, medium grained, "Birdshot",
6.0 *(-.0
siderite nodules, top of section is equal 
to 65 ft. level in section Ceredo 57. 
clay shale
7.0 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
8.0 1.0 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
8.1 .1 coal
11,1 3.0 seat rock, clay
1^.0 2.9 silty shale
35.0 21.0 cover
38.0 3.0 sandstone, fine grained
*1-0.5 2.5 slltstone
*1-3.5 3.0 cover
50.3 6.8 clay shale, nodules
50.5 .2 silty shale
50.7 .2 slitstone, burrowed
Locationi Boyd
CEREDO 57
County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut 0 ,S, 60 and Winslow road, ,15 miles south
of Rose Hill Burial Park, Lat. 38°2?'13" N <(
Long. 82°*f0 *26" W.
Top of Section*
.15.0 sandstone, medium grained
20.2 5.2 cover, #6 coal in this interval
20,8 .6 seat rock, clay
21.8 1.0 seat rock, slltstone
22.8 1.0 seat rock, clay
25.2 2.*V clay shale
2?.8 2.6 sandstone, medium grained
28.5 .7 clay shale
30.9 2.** seat rock, clay
33.**- 2.5 slltstone66.6 33.2 sandstone, medium grained
CEREDO 53
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, behind
church and on road leading to State Tuberculosis 
Sanitoriuin Ashland, Kentucky, Lat, 38°27,20" N., 
Long. 82°40'10" W.
Top of Section:
1.2 seat rock, clay
36.4 35.2 sandstone, medium grained
37.9 1.5 silty shale pinch out in both total length approximately 50 
thickness 5.2 ft.
42.1 4.2 sandstone
45 * 4 3.3 coal, #6
45.7 .3 clay shale
46.5 .8 coal
CEREDO 59
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut ,1 mile south of Hockhouse Fork at Junction




6.0 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
11.0 5.1 silty shale to siltstone in upper 2 ft.12.0 .9 coal, §6
14,0 2.0 seat rock, clay
1 6 . 0 2.1 silty shale
16.5 .4 seat rock, clay
29.5 13.0 seat rock, sandy clay
3 2 .0 2.5 cover
34.5 2.5 seat rock, sandy clay
46.5 12.0 sandstone, fine grained
47.5 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
50.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
54.5 4 . 0 cover
55.5 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
56.5 1 . 0 siltstone
58.5 2 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
59.5 1 . 0 siltstone
6 0 . 0 .5 clay shale, nodules
6 0 , 1 .1 coal
6 0,6 .5 seat rock, clay
6 2 . 6 2.0 coal contains high % of detrital constl 
tuents, #5
64,6 2.0 siltstone, abundant plant fragments
6 5,6 1.0 coal
95
59 (continued;
66.1 .5 seat rock, clay68,6 2.5 silty shale, nodules
83.1 14.5 sandstone, fine grained 
CEREDO 60
Location * Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut ,2 miles south of Gehringer Church, junction
of Fairview Road, Ky. 5. Lat, 38°28'13" N.,
Long. 82°42'09° W.
Top of Section*
5.0 sandstone, fine grained
15.0 1 0 . 0 sandstone, medium grained
1 6 . 0 1.0 silty shale
17.5 1.5 clay shale
19.1 1.6 coal split by clay, #723.1 4.0 cover
24.1 1.0 clay shale
25.1 1 . 0 seat rock, flint clay
30.1 5.0 silty shale
3 0 . 6 .5 clay shale




7.2 silty shale, nodules
45.9 3.7 siltstone47.4 1.5 sandstone, fine grained
5 0 . 6 3.2 slltstone
5 2 . 6 2.0 sandstone, fine grained
54.2 1.6 slltstone
56.4 2.2 silty shale
56.5 .1 coal59.0 2.5 clay shale, upper 1,5 ft. contains nodules
59.2 .2 coal
59.4 .2 seat rock, clay60,0 .6 coal
63.0 3.0 clay shale
66.5 3.5 silty shale71.4 4.9 seat rock, clay
71.8 .4 coal, #6
72.4 .6 seat rock, clay
73.0 .6 coal, #6
73.4 .4 seat rock, clay
78.6 5.2 cover
83.8 5.2 seat rock, clay
9 6 . 2 12.4 cover
99.4
104.6
3.2 seat rock, clay
5.2 clay shale





121.3 3.6 cover122.1 .8 coal, #5
123.9 1.8 seat rock, clay
125.9 2.0 cover
1 2 9 . 1 3.2 siltstone
139.5 10.4 cover
149.9 10.4 sandstone, medium grained, large cross-bedding
151.5 1.6 coal
153.^ 1.9 seat rock, clay
155.1 1.7 clay shale
155.4 .3 clay shale, highly carbonaceous158.2 2.8 seat rock, clay
159.7 1.5 clay shale, nodules
162.5 2.8 clay shale162.6 .1 coal
163.3 .7 clay shale164.2 .9 silty shale, nodules
164.9 .7 siltstone
CEREDO 61
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut on Fairview Road ,75 miles east of Ky, 5. 
Lat. 38°28,17" N , , Long, 82°4l'37" V/.
Top of Section:
20.8 isandstone, medium grained
23.1 2.3 seat rock, clay flinty
24.7 1.6 coal, #6
24.9 .2 siltstone, rooted
25.9 1.0 coal, #628,2 2.3 seat rock, sandy clay
30 .2 2.0 slltstone, sorted
3 2 . 0 1.8 sandstone, fine grained
34.0 2.0 sandstone, medium grained
35.0 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
35.5 .5 s iltstone
• 36.5 1.0 sIltstone, black
40.7 4.2 sandstone, fine grained, contorted bedding,slump
51.1 10.4 sandstone, fine grained
53.3 2,2 sandstone, medium grained, rafted, coal,"Birdshot :nodules" in the base
55.8 2.5 clay shale , nodules57.6 1.8 silty shale, nodules
6 1 . 6 4,0 slltstone, top ft, is 1 ft. thick "Bird-shot nodule”
65.1 3.5 siltstone68.8 3.7 siltstone, nodules
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CEREDO 62
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut ,3 miles north of Plnearcher School, Lat, 
38°29' N , , Long. 82°40'45" W.
Top of Section:
10,4 sandstone, medium grained
io,5 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
15.9 5.^ clay shale
1 6 . 2 .3 coal, Mile Branch20,6 4.4 seat rock, clay
2 3 , 2 2,6 clay shale




Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, Fair
view,
Creek
Kentucky, .1 mile west of Little Hood
.1 mile south of unnamed lake, Lat. 380
28'24 " N., Long. 82°40'26" W,
Top of Section:
21.0 sandstone, medium grained
2 3 . 0 2.0 seat rock, clay, black, "Birdshot nodules
26,8 3.8 clay shale
2?,2 .4 seat rock, flint clay 
seat rock, clay2 9 . 8 2.6
33.0 3.2 clay shale, blue gray shale
35.2 2.2 coal, Mile Branch
5 1 . 2 16,0 sandstone, fine grained, highly carbona­
ceous
52.8 1.6 coal, #5
55.0 2.2 seat rock, clay
57.1 2.1 silty shale57.6 .5 siltstone
- 59.6 2.0 silty shale, nodules
59.7 .1 coal
6 0 . 2 .5 clay shale
60.7 .5 silty shale
61.7 1.0 silty shale, nodules in lower .5 ft.62.4 .7 clay shale
66,7 4.3 seat rock, clay
67.7 1.0 clay shale, nodules
68.7 1.0 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
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CEREDO 64
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill
.2 miles south of Blackburn Ave.f and C.&O. R.R. 
tracks. Lat. 38°28'30" N., Long. W.
Top of Section:
15.0 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
17.2 2.2 silty shale
18.2 1,0 silty shale
22.5 ^.3 silty shale
2 3 . 7 1.2 coal, #5
24.1 .4 seat rock, clay
24.5 .4 coal
3 0 . 7 6.2 silty shale
CEREDO 65
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill
Fairview, Kentucky. Lat, 38°28'32" N., Long. 
82041*10" W.
10 ft. to bottom of 66)
Top of Section:
5.2 clay shale (estimate 
sandstone in section,
5.4 .2 "Birdshot nodule"
14.6 9 . 2 cover
2 5 . 0 10.4 silty shale, nodules, 
stone in top 2 ft.
25.3 .3 seat rock, clay26,8 1.5 coal, #5
29.5 2.7 seat rock, clay
30.9 1.4 silty shale, nodules
32.5 .1,6 clay shale
thin lenses of silt-
CERED0 66
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill
scarp western edge of Fairview, Kentucky, Lat. 






sandstone, fine grained 
clay shale, rooted
14.3 5.2 siltstone, nodules in top 1 ft.19.2 4.9 seat rock, clay, top 3 ft, flinty clay shale20.7 1.522,4 * 1.7 silty shale
25.5 3.-1 siltstone




34,6 7,2 siltstone, nodules
39.8 5,2 silty shale, nodules
42.0 2.2 cover
43.0 1,0 clay shale
4 3 . 8  ,8 coal, correlates with coal in 6 5, §5
45.2 1,4 seat rock, clay
46.8 1,6 sandstone, fine grained
50.5 3»? siltstone55.2 4,7 silty shale, scattered nodules
58.5 3.3 clay shale, black
59.3 *8 coal59.4 ,1 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 67
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, west
of Fairview, Kentucky, south of Hood Creek, 
hillside Frank Pennington farm, Lat, 38°28'
50" N., Long. 82°4l'27" W.
Top of Section:
22.0 sandstone.which contains pebbles in 67a 
cover, estimated
2 7 . 0 5.0 silty shale
28.5 1.5 clay shale
3 0 .0 1.5 coal, #532.2 2.2 seat rock, clay
34.2 2.0 silty shale
35.2 1.0 sandstone, fine grained36.4 1.2 siltstone
40.4 4.0 silty shale
46,0 5.6 siltstone
48.5 2.5 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
52.5 4.0 silty shale
55.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
55.6 .1 clay shale, "Birdshot" iron
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CEREDO 67a
Location! Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill 
south of Hood Creek flood plain, near Fairview, 
Kentucky. Lat, 38°28'^3" N., Long, 82°4l,21" W.
Top of Section!
.5 seat rock, clay
53.5 53.0 sandstone, medium grained, scoured base, hematite and limestone nodules as basal 
conglomerate, contain marine fossils, 
(Vanport)
56.6 3.1 clay shale
58.7 2.1 siltstone
58.8 .1 clay shale
59.2 A coal, Mile Branch
61.3 2.1 seat rock, clay
62 A 1.1 clay shale
6^.6 2.2 cover
65.7 1.1 sandstone, fine grained66.1 A siltstone
67.1 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
77.2 10.1 siltstone, nodules 
CEREDO 68
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
.6 miles north of Muddy Branch on Ky. 5.cut
Lat. 38°28,58" N., Long. 82°*KL,45" W.
Cop of Section!
2.0 sandstone, fine grained
9.0 7.0 silty shale
9 A A clay shale, highly carbonaceous, rises over fine grained sandstone to the south
11,1 1.7 seat rock, clay, changes to siltstone, then fine grained sandstone which over­
lies carbonaceous shale, seat rock, to 
the north
12,k 1.3 clay shale
12.7 .3 siltstone
1 3 . 6 .9 silty shale
1 6 . 8 3.2 clay shale
17.3 .5 seat rock, clay18,1 .8 coal
18.7 1.6 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot nodules"




Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut Ky, 5, .3 miles south of junction Ky, 5 - 
Ky. 693. Lat, 38o29’05" N . p Long. 8204l'23" W.
Top of Section:
5.2 sandstone, medium grained6.2 1.0 sandstone, fine grained16.6 10,4 sandstone, medium grained17.0 .4 coal, Mile Branch21.0 4.o seat rock, clay
22.7 1.7 clay shale, black
2 3 . 2 .5 siltstone27.7 4.5 silty shale, nodules, plant fossils of organic material
32.9 5.2 cover39.1 6.2 silty shale, nodules41.6 2.5 clay shale, nodules in lower 1 ft.43.0 1.4 coal, #544.5 1.5 seat rock, clay53.2 8.7 silty shale
CEREDO ?0
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut .25 miles south of Ky. 168 and fill pit at 
foot of hill, Fairview, Kentucky, Lat. 38°
29' N., Long. 82°40,38" W.
Top of Section:
6 0 , 0  sandstone, medium grained, scoured base
6 0 . 5 .5 siltstone
62.3 -1.8 coal, #5
64.6 2.3 seat rock, clay
66,0 1,4 silty shale
CEREDO 71
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut south end of C.&O, R.R. yard at Little Rood 
Creek, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat, 38°28'54" N., 
Long. 82°39*25" W.
Top of Section:
10.0 sandstone, medium grained
11.1 1.1 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
13.1 2.0 coal, #6




14.6 .3 seat rock, silty shale
14.7 . 1 coal
17.9 3.2 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
2 1.4 2.5 sandstone, fine grained
2 2 , 0 .6 siltstone
24.0 2 . 0 silty shale
24.5 .5 coal
26,0 1.5 seat rock, clay
2 7 . 0 1 . 0 siltstone
30.5 3.5 silty shale
33.7 3.2 sandstone, fine grained
41.7 8 . 0 cover
56.7 1 5 . 0 sandstone, coarse grained to medium grained
61.9 5.2 clay shale
63.9 2 . 0 seat rock, clay coal streaks
64.3 .4 seat rock, sandstone
70.3 6 . 0 clay shale, lower 5 ft. carbonaceous
71.3 1 . 0 s iltstone, burrowed, hand level shot placesbase of this siltstone at base of flint 
siltstone above fossilifei*ous layer in 
Ceredo 92.
CEREDO 72
Locationt Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut east bound lane U, S, 23 .3 mile west of U.S. 
23-C,&0.R.R, overpass, Lat, 38°291l4"N,, Long. 
82°39' 4 4 .
Top of Section!
1 0 . 0 sandstone, medium grained
1 1 . 6 1 . 6 coal, #6
1 2 . 1 .5 seat rock, clay
12.5 .4 coal14.3 1 . 8 seat rock, clay
19.5 5.2 s iltstone, thin sandstone lenses
2 3 . 0 3.5 siltstone
23.5 .5 clay shale24.2 .7 coal
24.7 • 5 seat rock, clay
26.9 2 . 2 silty shale, nodules, thickens to west37.6 10.7 slltstone, 
this unit
Vanport equivalent in center
6 7 . 8 30 .2 sandstone, medium grained
72.4 4.6 clay shale
7 2 . 6 .2 coal, //5
72.9 .3 seat rock, clay
76.9 4.0 sandstone, fine grained
8 0 . 6 3.7 sandstone, fine grained
8 1 . 1 .5 siltstone
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72 (continued.)
82,1 1.0 sandstone, fine grained 
CEREDO 73
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, com­
posite section first cut north side of east 
bound U.S. 23, and fill Quarry 330 yards up the 
hill. Lat. 38°29'23" N ., Long. 82039‘59H W.
Top of Section*
2,0 sandstone, fine grained
3.0 1.0 cover
4.3 1.3 coal, #66.1 1.8 seat rock, clay
clay shale,to silty shale11.2 5.1
13.9 2.7 sandstone, fine grained
16.5 2.6 siltstone
1 6 . 8 .3 silty shale
17.7 .9 clay shale




18.0 cover (Vanport float in this Interval)
2.0 clay shale
74.8 33.0 sandstone, medium grained
76.8 2.0 clay shale to silty shale, nodules, marine 
fossils, brachiopods
77.6 .8 coal, #5
78.6 1.0 seat rock, clay
CEREDO
Location* Boyd. County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut Coalgrove, Ohio, south side of Ohio 243, 
Lat. 38°29'55" N., Long. 82°38,10" W.
Top of Section*
10.0 sandstone, medium grained
3 1 .0 21,0 cover (Vanport is in the lower part of
this interval)




Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut ,2 mile south of junction U.S. 60- Ky. 716. 
Lat, 38°26'04"N. , Long. 82°4l’30"W,
Top of Section:
2.0 s iltstone
4.5 2.5 coal, #7 seat rock, clay■5.6 1.1
8,6 3.0 silty shale
12.6 4.0 clay shale, nodules
15.0 2.4 cover
18.8 3.8 sandstone, fine grained
22,8 4.0 clay shale
CEREDO 76
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
to abandon strip mine, .5 miles northeast of 




19.7 19.2 cover up to #7 coal drift
21.7 2.0 sandstone, medium grained
35.7 14.0 cover38.2 2.5 sandstone, medium grained
38.7 .5 clay shale, carbonaceous
39.7 1.0 coal, //6
43.7 4,0 seat rock, clay
44,1 .4 clay shale, carbonaceous
53.6 9.5 seat rock, silty clay55.6 2.0 sandstone, medium grained, expands rapidly 
to the south
59.6 4. 0 clay shale, "Birdshot nodules" in bottom, 
small lenses of slltstone in the top 1 ft.
. 6 0 , 6 1.0 cover
65.5 4.9 silty shale, nodules
65.9 .4 clay shale
67.1 1.2 coal
6 9 . 6 2.5 seat rock, clay70.1 .5 "Birdshot nodule"
71.1 1.0 clay shale lovrer part carbonaceous
71.7 .6 coal
73.7 2.0 seat rock, clay
74.3 .6 clay shale
75.3 1.0 siltstone
80.5 5.2 sandstone, fine grained
87.9 7.4 sandstone, merl ium grained
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76 (continued)
90.9 3.0 silty shale, plant fragments
9 1 . 0 .1 coal
91.1 . 1 clay shale
92.7 1 . 6 coal, sllicifled, #593.6 .9 seat rock, clay
94,1 .5 coal
9 6 . 6 2.5 seat rock, clay
97.3 .7 coal
100.5 3.2 seat rock, clay
101.5 1 . 0 clay shale
1 0 3 . 0 1.5 silty shale
112.9 9.9 siltstone
CEREDO 77
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, North 
portal of C.&O. R.R. tunnel. Princess, Kentucky, 











2 7 . 0
2.0 
1.0
coal, #6  




coal, scoured top, Mile Branch
seat rock, siltstone, highly carbonaceous
CEREDO 78
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, pri­
vate road north of Ky. 716, Ponderosa Golf 
Course, Lat. 38°24,33" N ,, Long. 82°43,31'' W.
Top of Section 1 
5.3
6 . 8  1.5
silty shale 
clay shale, red
‘ 8.3 1.5 coal, high % of detrital material
1 1 . 0 2.7 seat rock, clay
1 2 . 6 1 . 6 seat rock, sandy clay 
sandstone, fine grained1 3 . 6 1 . 0
14.9 1.3 sandstone, fine grained, plant trash
18.9 4.0 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
1 9 . 0 .1 clay shale
20.4 1.4 coal, silicified?, #5
2 1 . 1 .7 seat rock, clay
21.5 .4 coal
23.7 2 . 2 seat rock, clay
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78 (continued)
25.7 2.0 silty shale to rooted siltstone
25.9 .2 coal
27.1 1.2 seat rock, sandy clay
30.9 3.8 sandstone, rooted
33.9 3.0 seat rock, clay39.2 5.3 sandstone, medium grained41.7 2.5 sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded
55.3 13.6 sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded,plant trash
CEREDO 79 
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, side 
road ,05 miles west of Rockdale, Kentucky, north 
of Ky. 538. Lat. 38o25'05" N.f Long. 82°4l' 
57" W.
Top of Section:
.2 seat rock, flint clay, red and white
4.2 4,0 seat rock, clay
5.2 1.0 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
9.6 4.4 sandstone, fine grained, rooted, high 
quartz content
16.4 6.8 clay shale
18.2 1.8 shale, blue gray
23.1 4.9 siltstone, lower 2.5 ft. coarser grain
2 3 . 8 .7 coal
24.2 .4 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
25.5 1.3 coal, Mile Branch
2 5 . 8 .3 seat rock, clay coal streaks
CEREDO 80
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 60, .1 mile north of junction U.S. 60 
Ky. 528. Lat. 38°25'08" N., Long. 82°42‘13M W.
Top of Section:
.4 seat rock, clay
.7 .3 coal1.4 .7 seat rock, flint clay2.4 1.0 coal, #6
4.5 2.1 seat rock, clay flinty in part
9.7 5.2 seat rock, flint clay, black, gray and red15.4 5.7 sandstone, fine grained, rooted16.4 1.0 silty shale, mottled
16.7 .3 siltstone
21.3 4', 6 clay shale, hard, blue-gray
23.1 1.8 clay shale
10?
seat rock, flint clay 
coal
seat rock, clay, coal streaks 
coal, Mile Branch 
seat rock, clay
CEREDO 81
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut side road west of U.S. 60, ,1 mile north of 
Junction U.S. 60 - Ky. 538. Lat. 38025'18" N,, 
Long. 82042'17" W,
Top of Section*
1.0 seat rock, flint clay, hand level places 
this level 1 ft. above base of hard blue 
shale in Ceredo 80
1.** .4 coal
1.6 .2 seat rock, clay
2.6 1.0 coal, Mile Branch
5.6 3.0 seat rock, clay
8.0 2.4 sandstone, fine grained, plant fragments
17.2 9.2 slltstone, nodules in top 2 ft.
17.4 .2 silty shale
17.6 .2 coal
18,1 .5 seat rock, clay
18.5 .4 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
19.3 .8 seat rock, clay20.2 .9 coal, #520.4 .2 seat l'ock, clay
20.6 .2 coal
21.1 .5 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
21.5 .4 coal22.1 .6 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 82
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadi'angle, C.&0.
R.R. cut ,6 miles north of crossing of Ky, 538. 
Lat. 38°25,30" N., Long. 82°42'31" W,
Top of Section: 
.6 siltstone
5.5 4.9 seat rock, clay
7.5 2.0 seat rock, silty clay8.8 1.3 seat rock, clay








14.3 2.5 sandstone, fine grained, coal streaks14.8 .5 clay shale, highly carbonaceous17.6 2.8 coal, #5
17.8 .2 seat rock, clay, hand level places lower 
coal In cover zone in Ceredo 43.
CEREDO 83
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut .1 mile vrest of Fedei-al Correctional Insti-
tution, Summit, Ky. Lat. 38o26'10" N., Long.
82°42 *35" W.
Top of Section*
1.0 sandstone, fine grained
4.0 3.0 silty shale
4.1 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
5.3 1 . 2 silty shale
5.5 .2 "Birdshot nodule"
7.5 2,0 silty shale7.6 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
9.6 2.0 siltstone
12,8 3.2 sandstone, fine grained
14.6 1.8 siltstone, ,8 ft. at top "Birdshot nodule"
1 5 . 8 1.2 silty shale
1 6 . 8 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
21.0 4.2 silty shale
24.5 3.5 clay shale27.2 2.7 cover
29.7 2.5 seat rock, sandy clay
30.7 1 . 0 sandstone, medium grained, red
31.7 .3 sandstone, medium grained, black32.4 1.4 clay shale
38.3 5.9 sandstone, fine grained, some thin, silt­stone layers
39.340.8
1.0 silty shale
1.5 siltstone, thin clay shale lenses less than ,1ft.
‘ 42.8 2.0 sandstone, fine grained
53.2 10,4 sandstone, coarse to medium grained, logs, 
multi-directional cross-bedding
58.4 5.2 complex unit
North, sandstone
South, 10 feet, sandstone, basal rafted 
coal, clay shale, flint clay, clay 
shale, rafted coal, sandstone
59.6 1.2 sandstone, fine grained
61,1 1,5 sandstone, coarse grained




Location! Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, east- 
west road cut in new development, ,2 miles west 
of Federal Correctional Institution, Summit, 
Kentucky. Lat, 38°26'11" N., Long. 82°42,40" W.
Top of Sections
.5 coal2.1 1.6 seat rock, clay
2.7 .6 seat rock, sandstone, fine grained5.2 2.5 silty shale
7.3 2.1 clay shale7.4 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
9.4 2.0 silty shale, olive
9.6 .2 siltstone
11.6 2.0 silty shale, olive
11.7 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
12.7 1.0 silty shale13.4 .7 sandstone, fine grained14.6 1.2 siltstone
14.7 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
16.7 2.0 sandstone, fine grained20.4 3.7 siltstone, wavey-bedded nodules in lower 
.5 ft.
21,6 1.2 sandstone, fine grained, wavey-bedded
24,8 3.2 silty shale
26,4 1.6 clay shale
26.5 .1 siltstone.26,6 .1 coal
3 0 .2 3.6 seat rock, clay flinty in lowex- 1 ft.
3 1 .8 1.6 coal, top .5 ft, contains much clay, Mile 
Branch
33.0 1.2 seat rock, clay 
CEREDO 85
Location t Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O
R.R. cut, northern edge of Federal Correctional 
Institution, Summit, Kentucky, Lat, 38°26'l8"N., 
Long. 82°42*28" W,
Top of Section•
1.0 sandstone, fine grained
4.5 3.5 clay shale , "Birdshot nodules"
5.7 1.2 coal, Mile Branch
7.7 2.0 seat rock, clay, silty in lower
9.2 1.5 seat rock, siltstone10,2 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
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CEREDO 86
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, Creek 
bed ,25 miles southeast of Ky, 5. north side of 






sandstone, fine grained 
clay shale, nodules
12.3 7.8 cover12,6 .3 shale, highly carbonaceous13.4 .8 coal
13.7 .3 seat rock, clay
14.9 1.2 coal, #5
15.3 .4 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 87
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, pri­
vate road east of Little Hood Creek Pike, James 
Construction Co,, ,2 miles south of Ashland 




3.5 1.5 seat rock, silty shale12,4 8.9 cover17.6 5.2 float, silty shale with nodules
22.3 4.7 float, silty shale no nodules
27.5 5.2 cover
36.9 9.4 float, sandstone, medium grained
39.9 3.0 sandstone, medium grained
48.3 8.4 cover
*t-9.3 1.0 seat rock, clay
53.3 4.0 siltstone
53.4 .1 coal
54.1 .7 seat rock, clay
54.3 .2 seat rock, flint clay56.8 2.5 seat rock, clay
57.3 .5 siltstone to fine grained sandstone57.4 .1 coal
58.9 1.5 seat rock, clay
6 2 , 9 4.0 silty shale6*+.l 1.2 clay shale, "Birdshot" iron
6 7 . 8 3.7 seat rock, flint clay
7 2 .0 4.2 sandstone, fine grained
Ill
CEREDO 88
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, C.&O.
R.R. cut north of Winslow, Kentucky, west of 
Rose Hill Burial Park, Lat. 38°27*31" N., Long. 
82°40137" W.
Top of Sections
6.5 silty shale, nodules, appears to be bur­
rowed
7.5 1*0 coal, Kile Branch
9.5 2,0 seat rock, clay
13.5 4,0 silty shale
CEREDO 89
Location! Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut west of Little Hood Creek Pike, due west of' 
Breezeland Swim Club, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat. 
38°27'^5" N., Long. 82°40*20" W.
Top of Sectioni
5.0 sandstone, fine grained
5.8 .8 coal
7.3 1.5 seat rock, silty to sandy clay
8.3 1.0 seat rock, sandstone, fine grained
13.5 5.2 seat rock, clay
23.9 10.4 sandstone, fine grained
34.3 10.4 silty shale, nodules35.2 .9 coal, #5
35.5 .3 clay shale35.6 .1 coal
38.8 3.2 seat rock, clay
■40.0 .1.2 seat rock, siltstone
40,8 .8 sandstone, rooted
42.0 1.2 sandstone, medium grained, small scale
cross-beds
CEREDO 90
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road 
cut ,6 miles west of Little Hood Creek Pike, .85 
miles north of Winslow, Kentucky. Lat, 38°27' 





6.4 1.0 silty shale
6.6 .2 "Birdshot nodule"
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90 (continued)
10.4 3.8 silty shale
10.5 .1 ''Birdshot nodule"
14.3 3.8 siltstone
1 5 . 8 1.5 silty shale
1 6 . 0 .2 "Birdshot nodule"
1 9 . 0 3.0 siltstone
21.0 2 . 0 silty shale
26.2 5 . 2 sandstone, fine grained
28,2 2.0 siltstone
30.5 2.3 sandstone, fine grained
31.5 1.0 siltstone
35.540.8 4.3
clay shale, nodules in upper 4 ft.
5.0 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
4l.l .3 clay shale42.8 1.7 coal, #7
45.1 2.3 seat rock, clay black50.4 5.3 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot nodules"54.6 4.2 clay shale
5 6 , 6 2.0 siltstone
58.2 1.6 clay shale
61.9 3.7 silty shale, nodules in the upper 2.5 ft.64.6 2.7 siltstone
6 7 . 2 2.6 sandstone, fine grained, large Stigmaria sp, 
cast
72.5 5.3 siltstone
73.7 1.2 sandstone, fine grained, few siltstone beds77.8 4.1 sandstone, medium grained
81.3 3.5 coal, #6 ■
8 6 . 3 5.0 seat rock, clay
8 8 . 9 2.6 sandstone, fine grained 
CEREDO 91
Location » Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, Indian
Hills subdivision, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat. 380
28*11 " N., Long. 82o40'30" W.
Top of Section:
5.3 sandstone, medium grained
9.5 4.2 clay shale
10.5 1.0 coal
13.1 2.6 seat rock, clay15.2 2.1 clay shale
18.4 3.2 silty shale, nodules
20.9 2.5 silty shale23.4 2.5 siltstone
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CEREDO 92
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, east
side of Central Ave, near entrance of C.&0. R.R
yard, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat. 38°28'52" N,,
Long. 82°38*50" W,
Top of Section:
1.0 seat rock, clay
3.8 2.8 silty shale
5.0 1.2 siltstone, hand level places base of thissiltstone at same level as burrowed silt­
stone in Ceredo 71
6.9 1.9 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded,apparent dip N.E.
11.4 4.5 silty shale16.6 5.2 clay shale, nodules, fossils orbiculoids
17.3 .7 coal, #5
18.3 1.0 seat rock, clay26,8 8.5 silty shale, nodules, top .5 ft. rooted
CEREDO 93a
Location* Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, north 
side of east bound lane U.S. 23, 120 ft, west 
of U.S. 23 - C.&O. R.H. bridge, Ashland, Ken­






sandstone, medium grained, estimate 
clay shale, only present on north side
27.5 .4,0
cut interval is all sandstone on south 
side
coal, shale seam 1 ft, from bottom, #6
30.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
63.5 33.0 sandstone, medium grained
64.5 1.0 clay shale
73.5 9.0 sandstone, medium grained
CEREDO 93b
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, north 
side of east bound lane 600 ft. west of U.S.23 - 
C.&O, R.R. bridge, Ashland, Kentucky. Lat. 38° 
29'15" N., Long. 82°39'34" W.
Top of Sectioni
3.0 sandstone, medium grained
4.5 li 5 coal
6.5 2,0 clay shale
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93b (continued)
1 1 . 0 4.5 coal, #6
1 6 . 0 5.0 seat rock, 
sandstone,
clay
37.5 44-. 0 21.5
medium grained, base of 
grained6.5 sandstone, med ium
CEREDO 93c
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, east 
bound lane U.S. 3 2, north side 730 ft. west of 
U.S. 23 - C.&O, R.R. bridge, Ashland, Kentucky. 
Lat. 38°29'15" N., Long. 82°39'36" W.
Top of Section 1
3 , 5 sandstone, fine grained 
7 . 5  4 , 0 coal, shale seam lower 1 ft., #6
1 0 . 0 2 . 5  seat rock, clay
1 6 . 0 6 , 0  sandstone, fine grained
1 9 . 5 3*5 silty shale
2 0 . 0 . 5 coal
2 0 . 5 . 5 seat rock, clay
2 0 , 8 , 3 coal
2 1 . 0 . 2 seat rock, clay
25.5 4,5 siltstone, Vanport horizon is in the middle
of this unit
2 6 . 5 1*0 sandstone, fine grained
2 7 . 5 1 . 0 slltstone
3 7 . 5 1 0 , 0 sandstone, medium grained
CEREDO 94-
Location 1 Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, shop­
ping center cut on 12th Street, Ashland, Ken­
tucky. Lat. 3&°28*34-" N ., Long. 82°38,55" W,
Top of Section 1
. 1 coal
2 . 1 2 . 0 seat rock, clay
3.6 1.5 sandstone, fine grained
7.9 4.3 siltstone
8.9 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
11.7 2 . 8 sandstone, medium grained
16.5 4-, 8 sandstone, fine grained
18.5 2.0 silty shale, nodules19.8 1.3 silty shale
21.3 1.5 sandstone, fine grained
22.3 1.0 clay shale22,8 .5 slltstone
2 3 . 8 1 . 0 silty shale
27.6 3.8 sandstone, fine grained
30.3 2 . 7 silty shale
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9*4- (continued)
32.3 2 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
33.^ 1 . 1 silty shale
37.740.2 4.3
clay shale, nodules
2.5 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
41.3 1 . 1 coal, #744,0 2.7 seat rock, clay45.0 1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
97.0 5 2 . 0 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
99.0 2 . 0 coal, scoured top, #6
99,4 .4 seat rock, silty shale
1 0 0 .2 .8 coal
1 0 2 . 2 2 . 0 seat rock, sandy clay, (excavation stopped 
at this level)
CEREDO 95 
Locationi Lawrence County, Ohio, Ashland Quadrangle, 400 
ft, east of north end of Ashland bridge. Lat, 
38°29' 12"N,, Long. 82°38'17,,W.
Top of Sectiont 
1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
8 . 0 7.0 silty shale, nodules
1 0 . 0 2 . 0 clay shale
1 0 . 2 .2 coal
10,4 . 2 clay shale
1 2 , 8 2.4 coal, #7
15.6 2 . 8 seat rock, silty clay
5 6 , 6 41.0 sandstone, medium grained
57.1 .5 coal, scoured top, #6
6 0 . 1 3.0 seat rock, clay
6 8 . 6 8.5 silty shale
7 8 . 6 ao.o siltstone and interbedded fine grained 
sandstone wedges out to the east
8 6 . 1 7.5 sandstone, fine gi’ained
9 2 . 6 6.5 silty shale, "Birdshot" iron
97.1 4.5 seat rock, clay
101.9 4.8 limestone, mlcrite, marine fossils calcar­eous brachlopods, (Vanport) "Birdshot" 
iron in top 1 ft.
103.9 2 . 0 seat rock, clay
CEREDO 96
Locationi Lawrence County, Ohio, Ashland Quadrangle, U.S. 




Top of Section i
1 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
3.0 silty shale, nodules
k,7 .7 clay shale, carbonaceous
6 , 2 1.5 coal, coal drops 15 ft, in elevation 650 ft. to the east, #7
9.3 3.1 seat rock, clay
1^,5 5.3 cover
53.1 38.5 sandstone, medium grained
5 * M 1.0 coal, #659.6 5.5 seat rock, clay6k, 6 5.0 silty shale
8^,6 20,0 sandstone, fine grained with siltstone 
wedges
87.1 2 . 5 silty shale, nodules
87.5 ,k "Birdshot" iron bedded, also found at bench level in Ceredo 9k
91.3 3 . 8 seat rock, siltstone
91.5 .2 coal, high % of clay
95.5 k,0 seat l'ock, clay
99.^ 3.9 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, crinoids, calcareous brachiopods, "Birdshot" 
Iron in top .5 ft. and bottom ,5 ft,, 
(Vanport)
1 0 0 . 5 1.1 seat rock, clay
100,6 .1 coal
101,8 1.2 seat rock, clay
107.1 5.3 cover
1 2 5 .1 18.0 sandstone, medium grained
132.1 7.0 clay shale
CEREDO 97
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, sub­
division .35 miles east of Junction Ky. 5 - 
Ky. 168 beneath povrer line, Lat. 38°29'10" N,, 
Long. 82°if-l'06" V/.
Top of Section 1 
10,6 sandstone, medium grained
10.9 .3 silicified micrite, marine fossils, cal­careous brachiopods (Vanport pebbles)
12.2 1.3 sandstone, coarse to medium grained, iron cement
13.7 1.7 seat rock, clay
\k,9 1.0 clay shale
1 6 . 9 2.0 silty shale
21.2 k.3 slltstone, base of section about 15 ft.




County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle,
vate road .15 miles north of Hood Creek - K;
168 bridge. Lat. 38°29,15" N., Long. 82°40
55" w.
Top of Section»
6.0 sandstone, fine grained
6.5 .5 coal
10.3 3.8 seat rock, clay12. 4 2.1 silty shale
12.5 .1 coal12,8 .3 seat rock, clay14,6 1.8 silty shale
15.6 1.0 seat rock, clay
20.9 5.3 seat rock, clay, "Biixishot nodules"
3.5 seat rock, clay26.2 1.8 silty shale
27.5 1.3 siltstone33.8 6.3 silty shale and siltstone layers lessthan .1 ft.
3^.8 1.0 siltstone
3 6 .8 2.0 silty shale
37.3 .5 clay shale37.4 .1 coal
41.1 3.7 clay shale, coal streaks
42.1 1.0 clay shale
**6.1 **.0 siltstone
4?.4 1.3 sandstone, fine grained
CEREDO 99
Locationi Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, aban­
don road connecting Ky, 168 with Armory St, in 
Fairview, Kentucky. Lat, 38°29’ N., Long. 82° 
4 0,46" W,
Top of Section!
9.1 sandstone, fine grained
19.7 10.6 siltstone
20.7 1.0 coal, Mile Branch24.4 3.7 seat rock, clay
24.9 .5 silty shale, rooted26.4 1.5 silty shale
27.4 1.0 clay shale
31.7 4.3 silty shale33.0 1.3 sandstone, fine grained35.0 • 2.0 seat rock, clay
37.0 2.0 silty shale, nodule
39.8 2.8 clay shale
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99 (continued)
40.8 1 . 0  seat rock, coal streaks
47.1 6 , 3  cover
*<■8 , 6 1 , 5 silty shale, nodules
5 0 . 8 2 . 2 cover
54.3 3.5 clay shale, coal streaks
5 7.4 3.1 silty shale, nodules
5 7 . 6 , 2 coal
5 8 . 1 . 5 seat rock, clay
5 9 . 1 1 , 0 clay shale, nodules
CEREDO 100
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, hill­
side south of Hood Creek, Fairvlew, Kentucky, 
Lat. 38°28,29" N.t Long. 82°4l,12" W.
Top of Section:
5.3 sandstone, fine grained
1 0 . 0 4.8 cover
1 2 ,6 2.5 coal, #7
13.4 . 8 seat rock, clay
18.4 5.0 sandstone, fine grained, top 2 . 5  ft. rooted
1 9 . 8 1.4 seat rock, clay black
2 1 , 0 1 . 2 seat rock, clay white
24.2 3.2 silty shale
24.3 . 1 "Birdshot nodules"
3 1 . 6 7.3 silty shale
31.7 . 1 "Birdshot nodules"
34.7 3.0 silty shale
34.9 . 2 "Birdshot nodules"
36.9 2 . 0 silty shale4-2.2 5.3 sandstone, fine grained
44.9 ■ -2.7 silty shale
50.3 5.4 clay shale
51.3 1 . 0 coal, #6
53.3 2 . 0 seat rock, clay56.1 2 . 8 clay shale
57.6 1.5 silty shale
58.1 .5 slltstone
6 6 , 1 8 . 0 silty shale
6 8 . 7 2 , 6 siltstone
6 9 . 2 .5 sandstone, fine grained, above big sandin section 65 or 67
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CEREDO 101
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, side
road south of Fairvievr.Road, ,75 miles east of 
Ky. 5. Lat. 38°28,15" N., Long. 82°4l'37M W.
Top of Section:
6.7 sandstone, fine grained
1 0 . 7 4.0 clay shale, brown
12.7 2.0 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
16.5 3.8 coal, #7
17.6 1.1 seat rock, clay
19.8 2,2 sandstone, medium grained, rooted top
21.6 1.8 clay shale
23.1 1.5 seat rock, clay, black24.6 1.5 seat rock, sandy clay30.4 5.8 silty shale, nodules
32.0 1.6 clay shale
32.1 .1 "Birdshot nodule"
32.7 .6 sandstone, fine grained
41.0 8.3 cover
46.3 5.3 silty shale
5 2 . 6 6.3 sandstone, medium grained
6 3 . 2 10.6 cover to //6 coal in Ceredo 6l
CEREDO 102
Location: Boyd County, Kentucky, Ashland Quadrangle, road
cut 1.1 miles east of Ky. 5« 1*0 miles southwest 
of center of Falrview, Kentucky, Lat, 38°28*
22" N., Long. 82°4l*l6" V/,
Top of Section:
10.0 silty shale, "Birdshot" iron
20.6 10.6 sandstone, fine grained, top 5 ft. wavey-
bedded
2 5 . 9 5.3 sandstone, medium grained
27.1 1.2 coal, #6
2 9 . 1  2,0 seat rock, clay
33.7 4,5 clay shale
33.9 .2 "Birdshot nodule"
40.1 6 , 3  clay shale, plant fragments
41.1 1,0 silty shale
42.1 1,0 sandstone, fine grained
53.2 11.1 sandstone, medium grained
62.0 8.8 cover
67*1 5*1 sandstone, medium grained
69,4 2,3 seat rock, clay
73.7 4.3 cover, coal streaks in slumped clay
74.7 1.0 clay shale
102 (continued)
77.0 2.3 silty shale78.2 1.2 sandstone, fine grained
80.0 1.8 silty shale, nodules
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IRONTON la
Locationi Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 1^30 ft, east of Ohio 75- U.S. 52 
interchange. Photo 82. Lat. 38°32109"N.,
Long. 82°40,26"W.
Top of Section 1
20.0 sandstone, medium grained, estimated
21.6 1.6 sandstone, medium grained, plant trash
23.7 2.1 coal, #6
25.3 1.6 seat rock, clay26.8 1.5 seat rock, than .1 ft
clay coal bloom at top less
•
28.9 2.1 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot"
30.9 2.0 seat rock, clay, coal show less than ,1 ft
3 1 .2 .2 "Birdshot"
38.4 7.3 siltstone, "Birdshot" iron
38.9 .5 sandstone, fine grained, rippled40,4 1.5 seat rock, flinty in part40.6 .2 coal
44.7 4.1 seat rock, clay
48.3 3.6 limestone, mlcrite, marine fossils, top 1,5 ft. replaced by iron, (Vanport)
49.0 .7 seat rock, clay
49.1 .1 coal
51.9 2.8 seat rock, clay53.4 1.5 siltstone, rooted
55.4 2.0 silty shale
60.7 5.3 clay shale , "Birdshot" iron61,1 .4 "Birdshot" iron nodule
6 3 . 4 2.3 siltstone64.2 .8 siltstone, coarse, "Birdshot" iron
66.2 2.0 siltstone
6 6 . 7 . .5 siltstone, coarse, "Birdshot" iron67.2 .5 siltstone68,1 .9 siltstone, coarse, small scale ripples
6 9 . 6 1.5 siltstone70.0 .4 sandstone, fine grained, "Birdshot" iron
70.5 .5 siltstone71.0 .5 sandstone, fine grained
72.5 1.5 siltstone, laminated
73.5 1.0 sandstone, fine grained, rippled88,4 14.9 sandstone, 
decreasing
medium grained at the base 
in grain size upward.
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IRONTON lb
Location* Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 3960 ft, east of Ohio ?5- U.S. 52 
interchange. Photo 27. Lat. 38°31 51"N., Long, 
82°40'10"VJ,
Top of Section:
35.0 sandstone, medium grained
35.3 .3 coal, #7





47.2 2.6 silty shale
48.0 .8 siltstone
5 0 . 6 2.6 silty shale
56.6 6.0 sandstone, fine grained, multi-directional, 
small scale cross-beds and climbing rip­
ples
6 7 . 8 11.2 sandstone, medium grained, rafted coal
70.8 3.0 sandstone, coarse grained, rafted logs
71.9 1.1 clay shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey
73.1 1.2 coal, #6
75.1 2.0 seat rock, clay
79.0 3.9 seat rock, silty shale clay shale79.5 .579.8 .3 coal80,6 .8 seat rock, clay, carbonaceous
81.0 .4 coal
83.2 2.2 seat rock, clay
86,2 3.0 sandstone, fine grained, cross-bedded
87.4 1.2 clay shale, carbonaceous
8 7 . 6 .2 coal
8 8 . 3 .7 seat rock, clay88,4 .1 "Birdshot" nodule
8 9 . 1 .7 seat rock, clay
90.7 1.6 seat rock, clay, carbonaceous
95.5 4,8 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot" and "Birdshot nodules"
96.5 1.0 seat rock, clay
101.5 5.0 clay shale, "Birdshot"
103.5 2 . 0 clay shale
10 6 .8 3.3 siltstone111,1 4.3 siltstone with thin beds of silty shale116,4 5.3 silty shale, scattered siltstone layers .1 to .2 ft, thick, "Birdshot nodules"
117,9 1.5 siltstone, blue124,8 6.9 siltstone, calcareous
1 2 5 .2 .4 clay shale, black
125.3 .1 siltstone, thickness to west127.8 2.5 clay shale, nodules
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lb (continued)
128.0 ,2 sandstone, fine grained, burrowed
133.4 5.4 sandstone, fine grained, climbing ripples
137.7 4.3 silty shale, nodules, fossils orbiculoids
IRONTON lc
Location: Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 52, 3,000 ft. east of Ohio 75 - U.S. 52 




3 0.0- sandstone, medium grained, (estimate)
31.5 1.5 coal, scoured top . 5 ft. in places, #7
34.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
35.54-0.8
1 . 0 seat rock, sandy clay
5.3 cover
62.5 21.7 sandstone, coarse grained at base to medium grained at top
71.8 9.3 sandstone, fine grained, "Birdshot” iron
77.1 5.3 sandstone, medium grained, plant fragments, l'afted coal
7 8 . 1 1 . 0 clay shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey
80.3 2 . 2 coal, #6
85.7 5.4 seat rock, clay
8 6 . 1 .4 coal
86.9 . 8 seat rock, clay
8 8 , 0 1 . 1 coal
9 0 . 2 2 . 2 seat rock, clay
91.4 1 . 2 siltstone, rooted
9 2 , 2 .8 seat rock, clay, coal streaks
92.4 . 2 coal, poor
92.9 .5 seat rock, siltstone
clay
93.4 .5100.4 7.0 seat rock, clay, flinty in places
100.7 .3 limestone, altered to siderite, (Vanport)
1 0 6 . 0 5.3 seat rock, from top
clay, coal streaks , 7 ft.
111.3 5.3 seat rock. silty clay, "Birdshot" iron
1 1 6 . 6 5.3 clay shale, shale
black fissle, "poker chip"
1 1 7 . 0 .4 sandstone, fine grained, contorted bedding
117.3 .3 silty shale121.6 4.3 sandstone, fine grained, contorted bedding128.4 6,8 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot" iron
128.7 .3 coal
1 2 9 . 0 .3 seat rock, clay134,0 5.0 sandstone, fine grained
135.7 1.7 silty shale
124
1c (continued)
1 3 6 , 1 .4 siltstone137,7 1.6 silty shale, nodules
IRONTON Id
Location: Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadi*angle, road
cut U.S. 52, 2,270 ft. east of Ohio 75 - U.S.
52 interchange. Photo 60, Lat, 38°32'02" N,, 
Long. 82°40'21" W.
Top of Section 1
6.4 sandstone, fine grained
1 0 . 6 4,2 cover (fine grained sandstone)
13.1 2.5 siltstone
13.3 . 2 silty shale
13.9 . 6 coal
1 6 . 0 2 . 1 seat rock, clay
18.5 2.5 seat rock, clay, flinty In part
18.9 .4 "Birdshot" iron
26.3 7.5 seat rock, clay
2 6 . 6 .3 seat rock, clay with "Birdshot" iron
2 7 . 6 1 . 0 silty shale
35.3 7.7 siltstone with clay matrix, carbonaceous beds inclined to the northwest
35.9 .5 "Birdshot" iron37.6 1.7 clay shale, blue-gray, platey
42.6 5.0 clay shale, blue-gray, platey, "poker 
chip" shale
43.1 .5 coal, high % of clay44,1 1 . 0 seat rock, clay, flinty in part
*18.0 3.9 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot" in lower 1 ft
49.5 1.5 clay shale
5 0 . 0 .5 sandstone, fine grained
IRONTON le
Location* Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road
cut U .S. 52, 1,800 ft. from Ohio 75 - U.S. 52
Interchange. Photo ?4, Lat, 38°32,04" N. ,
Long. 82°40 *24" W.
Top of Section *
2 0 . 0 sandstone, medium grained
21.5 1.5 clay shale, high organic content, slatey
2 2 . 1 . 6 seat rock, clay
23.3 1 . 2 coal, #624.1 . 8 seat rock, siltstone
31.1 7.0 seat rock, clay
31.7 . 6 "Birdshot" nodule
125
le (continued)
32.9 1 . 2 siltstone*+3.0 1 0 . 1 fine grained sandstone to siltstone, wavey laminations, some herring-bone cross- 
bedding
*+3.3 .3 seat rock, clay coaly clay*+3.5 . 2*+8 . 6 5.1 seat rock, clay
5 1 . 0 2 .*+ limestone, micrite, marine fossils, cri- 
noids, brachiopods top ,7 ft,, "Birdshot" 
iron (Vanport)
52.7 1.7 cover
5 2 . 8 . 1 coal
5*+.0 1 . 2 seat rock, clay
57.1 3.1 seat rock, silty clay, "Birdshot"
59.3 2 . 2 sandstone, rooted with clay intei'beds, flute casts in the sandstone
6 2 . 3 3.0 seat rock, clay
70.7 8 .*+ silty shale, blue, pisolites of iron
7 1 .0 .3 "Birdshot" iron
73.0 2 . 0 siltstone, blue wavey laminations
76.3 3.3 silty shale, blue77.0 .7 coal
78.7 1.7 seat rock, silty shale
79.3 . 6 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
8 1 , 1 1 . 8 sandstone, fine grained
IRONTON If
Locationi Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 5 2, *+,*+90 ft. east of Ohio 75 - U.S. 52 




3.7 3.5 seat rock, clay
1 2 . 2 8.5 silty shale, "Birdshot" iron13.2 1 . 0 "Birdshot" nodule
lS.8 1 . 6 sandstone, fine grained
1 5 . 8 1 . 0 clay shale, blue
16.7 .9 sandstone, fine grained
17.7 1 . 0 clay shale, blue
23.1 5.*+ sandstone, fine grained, thin interbedsof clay shale
2*+.9 1 . 8 sandstone, fine grained, wavey bedded 
siltstone25.*+ .5
25.7 .3 "Birdshot" nodule
27.3 1 . 6 siltstone, wavey laminations
3 0 . 0 2.7 seat rock, clay, Stigmarla sp. cast
33.7 3.7 clay shale
3*+. 7 1 . 0 silty shale, nodules
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If (continued)
47.1 12,4 sandstone, fine grained, top ,5 ft,
■burrowed, multi-directional cross-bedding
49.1 2 . 0  silty shale, nodules
49,5 .4 coal, #5
5 1 . 0 1 , 5 seat rock, clay
5 2 . 2 1 . 2 silty shale
5 3 , 9 1 , 7  sandstone, medium grained
IRONTON 28b
Location: Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle,
,5 miles southwest of U.S. 23 fill pit on road 
to Our Lady of Beliefonte Hospital. Lat, 380 
30*40" N ,, Long, 82°4l,17" W.
Top of Section:
10,0 silty shale
11.5 1,5 clay shale, plant fragments
12.5 1,0 seat rock, clay
1 3 . 0 ,5 coal
15.1 2,1 seat rock, clay
15.6 .5 silty shale
20.2 4.6 clay shale
23.2 3.0 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, cal­
careous brachiopods, crinoids, (Vanport)
IRONTON 32b
Location: Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle,
road cut opposite U.S. 23 overpass to Arraco 
Steel Co., Russell, Kentucky, Lat, 38°30'36" N,, 
Long. 82o4 0 ,50” V/.
Top of Section:
16,5 sandstone, medium grained
20,0 3.5 clay shale
20.5 .5 coal
22.5 2,0 seat rock, clay27.0 4.5 clay shale
28.0 1.0 siltstone
3 2 . 0 4,0 clay shale, nodules
32.5 .5 coal
3^.2 1.7 seat rock, clay
35.0 . .8 coal
35.4 .4 seat rock, clay
44,4 9.0 sandstone, medium grained
48,4 4.0 coal, #6
49,4 1.0 seat rock, clay
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32b (continued)
75.9 26.5 sandstone, medium grained, scoured base, to the east the lower 5 ft. of this 
Interval is clay shale, coal, seat rock, 
clay and sandstone coal.
82.4 6.5 clay shale, to the east of this interval contains seat rock, clay, Vanport lime­
stone and seat rock-clay
98.4 1 6 . 0 siltstone, to the east of this interval 
Is sandstone, siltstone, and silty shales 
over bank deposits
1 0 3 . 6 5.2 sandstone, fine grained
1 2 2 . 6 1 9 . 0 sandstone, coarse to medium grained
133.1 10.5 sandstone, medium grained134.6 1.5 coal, #5l4o. 3 5.7 seat rock, clay
140.6 .3 coal146.6 6 . 0 silty shale
157.4 1 0 . 8 sandstone, lower 5 ft. fine grained
157.7 .3 coal
1 5 8 . 2 .5 seat rock, clay
1 6 9 . 2 1 1 . 0 silty shale
1 6 9 . 4 . 2 coal
173.6 4.2 clay shale, nodules
174.2 .6 coal176.0 1.8 seat rock, clay180.0 4.0 clay shale, nodules 
IRONTON 36ma
Location : Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 5 2, 3,700 ft, west of bridge by Alpha 





sandstone, coarse grained at base to 
medium grained
38.0 2.5 s'i It stone
41.0 3.0 clay shale
44,0 3.0 sandstone, medium grained
46.0 2.0 coal, #7
48,0 2,0 seat rock, clay
5 1 . 0 3.0 siltstone
54.0 3.° sandstone, fine grained58.0 4.0 siltstone
79,0 21.0 sandstone, medium grained, some coarse 
grain
79.2 .2 clay shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey
81.3 2.1 coal, #6
84.7 3.4 seat rock, clay
128
36ma (cont inued)
87.3 2 . 6 silty shale
9 1 . 0 3.7 sandstone, fine grained, finer grain size wavey ripples, coarser grain size, cross­
bedding
9 2 . 0 1 . 0 siltstone, wavey ripples
92.5 .5 silty shale
9 4.5 2 . 0 clay shale
94.6 . 1 coal
95.5 .9 seat rock, clay, black
9 8 . 6 3.1 seat rock, clay, white99.2 . 6 sandstone, fine grained, 2’ooted siltstone and silty shale100.7 1.5
101.5 . 8 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
106.3 4,8 seat rock, clay
11 1 ,6 5.3 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, iron replacing limestone along joints, fossils 
seem to be last thing replaced (Vanport)
1 1 9 . 0 7.4 seat rock, clay, lower 1 ft, silty
121.5 2.5 siltstone, "Birdshot"
1 2 3 . 0 1.5 silty shale, "Birdshot nodules"
124.5 1.5 silty shale, no nodules
125.1 . 6 "Birdshot nodules"
127.5 2.4 siltstone Interbedded with fine grained sandstone, small scale cross-bedding
1 3 2 . 1 4,6 sandstone, fine grained, small scale cross- 
bedding
133.9 1 . 8 siltstone136.4 2.5 silty shale, nodules138.4 2 . 0 seat rock, clay
143.7 5.3 clay shale, silty in lower 2 ft.144.2 .5 sandstone, medium grained, burrowed146.2 2 . 0 sandstone, medium grained
146.7 .5 siltstone
151.2 4.5 sandstone, medium grained, cross-bedded
1 5 2 . 8 1 . 6 siltstone
153.8 1 . 0 clay shale
154.3 .5 coal, silicified, #5
IRONTON 36mb
Location: Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road
cut U.S. 52, 3*960 ft, west of bridge by Alpha 
Portland Cement Co* Photo 33* Lat, 38°31*22“N,, 
Long. 82°39'38"W.
Top of Section:
44. 0 sandstone, medium
44 , 5 .5 coal, #7
47.5 3.0 seat rock, clay
4 9 . 5 2.0 silty shale
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36mb (continued)
5 2 . 0 2.5 siltstone
52.5 .5 "Birdshot nodule"
58.** 5.9 silty shale
63.7 5.3 sandstone, fine grained
79.6 15.9 sandstone, medium grained*
85.9 6.3 sandstone, medium grained, rafted coal chips
86.9 1.0 siltstone
87.5 .6 clay shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey
89.9 2.4 coal, #6 seat rock, clay90.4 .591.6 1.2 coal
93.3 1.7 seat rock, clay93.8 .5 seat rock, siltstone
9 6 . 8 3.0 siltstone, laminated
97.8 1.0 sandstone, fine grained
§8.8 1.0 silty shale, plant trash
104.1 5.3 sandstone, fine grained, small scale cross- bedding
105.1 1.0 sandstone, medium grained
105.7 .6 sandstone, fine grained, laminated, planttrash
106.3 .6 sandstone, coarse grained, pebbles at the base
107.3 1.0 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, scouredtop (Vanport)
112.2 4.9 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot"
1 1 5 . 8 3.6 silty shale, "Birdshot"
119.0 3.2 clay shale, "Birdshot nodules"
120.1 1.1 sandstone, fine grained
120.7 . 6 siltstone, laminated122.4 1.7 sandstone, fine grained, small scale cros s-bedd ing
122.9 .5 siltstone123.4 .5 sandstone, fine grained, small scale cross-bedding
126.9 3.5 siltstone, "Birdshot" concentrated in coarser layers
127.4 .5 sandstone, fine grained128,4 1.0 silty shale, nodules
130.4 2.0 seat rock, clay
131.1 .7 seat rock, silty shale clay shale136.3 5.2
1 3 6 . 8 .5 sandstone, burrowed, fine-medium grained
137.9 1.1 sandstone, fine grained
138.9 1.0 siltstone139.2 .3 sandstone, fine grained
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IRONTON 36njc
Location! Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 2,640 west of "bridge by Alpha 
Portland Cement Co., Photo 45. Lat, 38°31,l8"Nt, 
Long. 82°39'35" W.
Top of Section j
15.0 sandstone, medium grained (estimate)
17.1 2 . 1 coal, #6
17.5 .4 seat rock, clay
18.3 . 8 coal
19.3 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
2 8 . 6 9.3 sandstone, fine grained, top 1 ft, rooted
30.9 2.3 siltstone42,6 11.7 sandstone, medium grained with limestone pebbles at the base
43.2 . 6 limestone, raicrite, marine fossils, scoured 
top (Vanport)
44.2 1 . 0 seat rock, clay
45.1 .9 flint clay50,4 5.3 seat rock, clay bottom 1 ft. silty53.4 3.0 clay shale
53.9 .5 "Birdshot nodule"
55.7 1 . 8 silty shale
59.7 4.0 sandstone, fine gi'ained
61.7 2 . 0 silty shale
62.3 .6 "Birdshot nodule"64.0 1.7 sandstone, fine grained
66.1 2 . 1 silty shale
6 6 .2 .1 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
67.7 1.5 seat rock, clay
6 8 . 2 .5 clay shale
72.5 4.3 clay shale, black
73.5 1 . 0 silty shale, nodules
74.5 1 . 0 sandstone, medium grained, burrowed
7 6 . 0 1.5 silty shale, nodules 
IRONTON 36a
Location 1 Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road
cut U .S. 52, 1,900 ft, west of bridge by Alpha
Portland Cement Co., Photo 46. Lat. 3 8 ° 3 1 ’ 1 2 " N . ,
Long. 82°39128" W.
Top of Section t
24.0 sandstone, medium grained
24,2 .2 clay shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey
2 6 . 0 1.8 coal, #6




30.1 2 . 8 seat rock, clay
32.1 2 . 0 siltstone
53.1 2 1 , 0 sandstone, fine grained, near top, cross­bedded
58.4 5.3 cover
6 1 , 7 3.3 seat rock, clay
63.7 2 . 0 clay shale, "Birdshot" iron
6 6 . 3 2 . 6 clay shale
67.1 . 8 "Birdshot nodule"
6 9 . 1 2.0 clay shale
72.9 3.8 sandstone, fine grained75.2 2.3 siltstone
75.3 .1 coal
77.5 2.2 seat rock, clay81.1 3.6 clay shale
81.3 .2 "Birdshot nodule"82.3 1.0 clay shale, platey
82.7 .4 "Birdshot nodule"83.2 .5 silty shale84.2 1.0 sandstone, fine grained, burrowed
86.2 2 . 0 sandstone, fine grained
IRONTON 36b
Location! Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 792 ft, west of bridge by Alpha 
Portland Cement Co,, Photo 2 3 . Lat, 38°31,05"N., 
Long. 82°39'18’’ W,
Top of Section!
7.0 sandstone, medium grained
7.4 .4 coal
10.8 3.4 seat rock, clay
13.6 2.8 clay shale
1 5 . 6 2.0 siltstone, "Birdshot nodules"
17.6 2.0 siltstone
18.6 1.0 silty shale
. 19.1 .5 siltstone
22.5 3.5 sandstone, fine grained, wavey ripples
38.9 16.3 sandstone, medium grained
39.1 .2 shale, highly carbonaceous, slatey41.1 2.0 coal, #6
41.7 .6 seat rock, clay
42.3 .6 coal47.4 5.1 seat rock, clay, lower 2,5 ft. silty
5 0 .0 2.6 silty shale
51.0 1.0 sandstone, fine grained, ripples
53.3 2.3 siltstone56,2 2.9 siltstone, "Birdshot nodules"
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36b (continued)
59.2 3.0 sandstone, fine grained
65.0 5.8 seat rock, clay
6 5.5 .5 seat rock, flint clay
67.5 2.0 seat rock, clay
73. ** 5.9 limestone, micrite, top 1 ft. "Birdshot" iron (Vanport)
74.4 1.0 clay shale
74.5 .1 clay shale, highly carbonaceous
77.0 2.5 seat rock, clay flinty in part
79.5 2.5 seat rock, clay, "Birdshot" iron
8 3 .O 3.5 clay shale, platey
8 3 . 8 .8 "Birdshot nodules"
85.7 1.9 clay shale
87.9 2.2 siltstone88.4 .5 "Birdshot nodules"
90.9 2 . 5 siltstone
91.1 .2 "Birdshot nodules"
93.1 2,0 siltstone
95.3 2.2 seat rock, clay, coal stringers at the top
99.3 4.0 clay shale, black, nodules 1 ft. from top99.ii- .1 coal
99.5 .1 clay shale100.0 .5 sandstone, fine grained, burrowed
IRONTON 36c
Location! Lawrence County, Ohio, Ironton Quadrangle, road 
cut U.S. 52, 7 ft, west of bridge by Alpha 
Portland Cement Co., Photo 1 5. Lat, 38°31'12"N,, 
Long. 82°39'28" W.
Top of Section *
.1.0 sandstone, medium grained
3 3.3 coal, split by clay seam, #67.0 2.7 seat rock, clay8.0 1.0 sandstone, fine grained, rooted
1 6 , 1 8.1 siltstone and silty shale
22.0 5.9 sandstone, medium grained, ci'oss-bedded
3 1 . 0 9.0 seat rock, clay
36.5 5.5 limestone, micrite, marine fossils, brach- lopods (Vanport)
38.0 1.5 seat rock, clay
38.1 .1 seat rock, flint clay, black
42.7 4.6 seat rock, clay
46.9 4.2 sandstone, fine grained, rooted, "Birdshot iron
48.6 1.7 silty shale
49.0 .4 "Birdshot nodules"
54.6 5*6 silty shale
59.1 4.5 sandstone, fine grained, vravey-bedded
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36c (continued)
61.9 2 . 8 clay shale
6 2 . 1 .2 ironstone, fossil leaves
63.1 1 . 0 silty shale
63.7 . 6 sandstone, fine gi-ained, wavey-bedded65.4 1.7 silty shale, nodules
65.5 . 1 coal
6 6 , 1 .6 seat rock, clay
6 6 , 9 .8 coal, #5
72 .2 5.3 seat rock, clay, (base of bridge)
72.5 .3 coal
73.5 1.0 seat rock, clay77.8 4.3 silty shale
115.3 37.5 sandstone, fine grained
IRONTON 59
Locationj Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle, 
lot in subdivision Kenwood, Kentucky, .1 mile 
east of Ky. 1628, .4 miles south of junction 
Ky. 750 - Ky. 1628. Lat. 38°30’58" N., Long. 
82°4l'36" W.
Top of Section:
2.0 seat rock, clay
3.8 1.8 limestone, calcareous
micrite, marine fossils, 
brachiopods, (Vanport)
10.8 7.0 cover
12.8 2.0 seat rock, 
sandstone,
clay
15.8 3.0 fine grained
1 6 . 8 1 . 0 clay shale , carbonaceous
IRONTON 60
Location: Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle,
hillside 60 ft. northwest of Ky, 750, .4 miles 
from junction Ky. 750 - U.S. 23. Lat, 38°31* 
18" N., Long. 82°4l’45" W.
Top of Section:
5.0 sandstone, fine grained
8.8 3.8 silty shale
11.3 2.5 clay shale
11.5 .2 coal
13.7 2.2 seat rock, clay15.6 1.9 seat rock, siltstone
1 6 , 1 .5 clay shale24.3 ‘ 8.2 sandstone, fine grained
25.5 1-.2 siltstone




30.9 1.4 silty shale
31.9 1.0 seat rock, clay, coal streak;
3 2 , 0 .1 coal
32.4 .4 clay shale
33.1 .7 seat rock, clay
3^.7 1.6 siltstone36.7 2.0 seat rock, clay
38.2 1.5 silty shale
43.7 5.5 sandstone, fine grained44,1 .4 silty shale
44,2 .1 coal
46.? 2.5 seat rock, clay
51.9 5.2 silty shale
52.9 1.0 seat rock, clay
57.9 5.0 silty shale
61.9 4.0 clay shale, black
IRONTON 61
Location* Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle,
road cut .3 miles east of Russell, Kentucky, .2
miles west of U.S. 23. Lat. 38°30'18" N.,
Long, 82°40*56" W.
Top of Section:
21.7 sandstone, medium grained
32.2 10.6 cover (sandstone)
48,2 15.9 sandstone, medium grained, low angle fore­set beds dip N.W. plant material on bedding 
planes
6 0 . 2 12.0 silty shale
6 1 . 2 -1.0 sandstone, fine grained
62.6 1.0 coal, #5
67.2 5.0 seat rock, clay lower 1 ft. silty
74.2 7.0 silty shale, nodules
75.7 1.5 silty shale
7 6 . 2 .5 coal
88.7 12.5 clay shale, scoured base
89.7 1.0 coal
92.7 3.0 seat rock, clay
93.7 1.0 coal
95.7 2.0 seat rock, clay
96.7 1.0 siltstone
1 0 3 . 2 6.5 sandstone, fine grained103.6 .4 silty shale
104,4 .8 clay shale, black
1 0 6 .2 1.8 seat rock, clay
112,7 6;5 clay shale114-. 2 1.5 coal
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6l (continued)
11 5 .2 1.0 seat rock, clay
117.7 2.5 clay shale
1 1 9 .2 1.5 seat rock, clay
IRONTON 62
Locationi Greenup County, Kentucky, Ironton Quadrangle, 
road cut U.S. 2 3, .1 mile west of Our Lady of 
Bellefonte Hospital Road, Lat, 38o30,59,' N. f 
Long, 82°4l' W.
Top of Section 1
15.0 sandstone, medium grained
19.0 4.0 sandstone, medium grained, wavey bedded, 
pebbles of Vanport limestone
20.7 1.7 limestone, micrite, marine fossils (Vanport)
21,2 .5 seat rock, clay
21.7 .5 seat rock, flint clay, black24.0 2.3 seat rock, top 1 ft, flinty in part
24.5 .5 seat rock, sandstone, fine grained27.0 2.5 seat rock, clay
3 2 .2 5.2 silty shale
48.2 1 6 . 0 siltstone, sorted with some beds of fine 
grained sandstone, beds inclined to west
58.2 10.0 sandstone, medium grained
67.7 9.5 silty shale
68.1 .4 coal, #5
6 9 .I 1.0 seat rock, clay (Bench above U.S. 2 3 )
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